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fir* NAT D. WILLIAMS
"Beale Street is as dead as a
dodo nowadays ... and
"hants walk the street like
natural men."
That was the sentiment of an
old-time Beale Streeter last
week, as he stood at the corner
of Beale and Fourth, and peer-
ed at the crumbling carcasses
of old buildings being knocked
down by demolition crews
working in the Beale Street
Renewal program.
It is ironical that most of the
crew members are black men,
working under the direction of
white men. It is ironical be-
cause black men made Beale,
Street world-famous, under the
watchful eyes of white men.




IrStreet: Dead As A Dodo?
scavengers ... tearing down,
piling up, shoveling-up, and
trucking-off , the rusty, musty
bones of the "street where the
blues were born and so many
Saturday nights were shouts of
10y."
Those days are gone now.
Beale Street is being "renew-
ed," under the watchful eyes of
white men.
''And well might it be," one
hears some black person ,ob-
serve. That is understandable
. for many black people,
brain-washed to timi uestioning
'acceptance of the watching
white man's values, are asham-
ed of Beale Street and all that
it ever stood for They are glad
to see it destroyed. They even
taught pen children to hate
the "blue' as low-down, gut
sounds of back-alley blacks, un-
fit to be seen in the light of
day-time ... and only to be
felt in the dark around mid-
night.
But these same snooty blaCks
who despise their racial heri-
tage and background, also dis-
play a woeful lack of knowledge
and appreciation. They don't
know the history of Beale
Street and what it means. They
are not able to appreciate what
that old Beale Streeter meant
when he said, "Hants walk the
street like natural men."
But those who know and ap-
preciate what Beale 4treet once
meant to the black man of
Memphis, the Mid-Smith, and
the nation, can see and bear
"hants," too, when they take
!ime to contemplate today's
wreckage of Beale Street, as
the iron balls used to knock
down the old buildings, leave
the place reminding one of how
Hiroshima must have looked
after the atom bomb. The
ghosts of former Beak Street
personalities almost take on
tangible form as one reminis-
cences. Looming over all the
ghosts are black, brown, and
beige men of great stature who
left indelible marks on the
scroll of history.
Among the Beale Street im-
*mortals are all kinds of men.
There are big shots, little shots,
and those in between. There
are businessmen of proven in-
tegrity. There are professional
men of enviable proficiency.
There are laboring men whose
iron muscles could only relax
are on Beale Street. There hon-
est men and pickpockets. There
are preachers, pimps. and
whores. There are good men
and bad men ... politicians





and fools ... men of faith,
hope, and charity men of
hate, violence, and frustration
... men of peace and progress.
All contributed -notes" to the
soul-searing dirges called the
"blues." All, noNs. reduced to
whispering, gabbling. silent
ghosts, which will always be
Beale Street.
To be seen or heard among
these ghosts is the commanding
figure o f Robert R. Church
Senior, the beige-colored "Fath-
er of Beale Street." Mr. Church
gave Beal* Street its first black
bank and its first claim to re-
spectabilitY) as a symbol of
black enterprise and ambitious
achievement. lie also gave
Memphis its first black recrea-
tional park, and a son, Robert
R. Church Junior, who became
one of the nation's most influ-
ential politicians and defenders
of the black man's civil rights
as a citizen and a man.
Among Beale Street's giant
"ghosts" looms the figure of
W. C. Handy, -pressing a golden
trumpet to his bronze lips and
sending forth the sounds that
captured the fancy of the wairld,
See Page 9
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BLAST BIAS AT FAIRLY HIGH
Eugene Coleman, 19, resident of 1575 Carnegie, received
shotgun pellet wounds in his back when he refused to obes
orders from an unidentified white man last week. The in-
cident occurred shortly after midnight in the Walker
Homes Area when your Coleman was waiting for the last
bus to return home. He reported he had been visiting a
friend in the area. The south said a young white man in a
red Mustang pulled up and called "Come here black nig-
ger boy." "I said what do you mean?" stated Coleman.
"The driver told me he was going to blow my goddamn
brains out. When the stranger reached in back of the tar
and caine up with a gun, I ran.
Denies Bribe In
Nixon's Suimort
Recently 0. Z. Evers deliver-
ed a speech at Lemoyne-Owen
College to explain his reasons
for supporting Roy Nixon for
the post of Shelby County Sher-
iff instead of Melvin Robinson,
a Black candidate who ran for
the same office in the Aug. 6th
Primary.
Mr. Evers was greeted by
students who were courteous,
yet filled with curiosity in re-
gard to Mr. Evers' backing of
Nixon. Mr. Roby Williams, a
senior history maior at the col-
lege was the chairman and
class representative of t h e
speech presented by Mr. Evers.
0. Z. Evers emphatically de-
nied being paid any money to
support Nixon; however, he
stated that "in all politics there
are deals being worked out."
According to Evers. the politi-
cal chicanery worked out at the
Democratic Unity League was
the following: Mr. Nixon said
he would give to the concerned
Black citizens of Memphis 20 of-
fices, inclusively appointing a
Black chief deputy sheriff, in
return for 15,000 Black votes.
During the deliver by Mr.
Evers it was stated that "Mr.
Robinson's chances of winning
the race was statistically im-
probable and personally impos-
, "A survey of approximately
250 Black voters of Memphis
cording to Mr. Evers: there-
fore, the support was given to
Nixon. 'In essence, Evers con-
cluded that Robinson only
wanted .a moral victory (30,000
votes) which he regardes as
being unhelpful to the Black
population of Shelby County.
sible." Evers stated: "Melvin
Robinson filed his application
for the race the last minute of
the last day," and also declared
that, "no influential political
groups were contacted by Rob-
inson, other than the Shelby
County Democratic Club.
was conducted prior to the
election." said Mr. Evers. The
results of this survey was not
in favor of Melvin Robinson ac-
Allen Dancy Jr. Dies
Allen Dancy, Jr.. a member of the Black Knights Or-
ganization died Sunday night as results of injuries re-
ceived in an auto accident. Mr. Dancy who was Instru-
mental in several Black Knight projects lived at 1022
North Seventh. Apt, 7. Funeral services were held at
Mt. Pleasant M. B. Church. Rev, Henderson officiated.




By F. A. MITCHELL
1 A conference was held at 43
N. Cleveland to discuss the
problems and/or needs of the
• welfare mothers. Representa-
tives of three agencies were
on hand to assist in ridding
Ithe problems the mothers were
concerned about. Tne three
agencies represented were as, 1
i.N...:' ifollows WINN, Memphis Hous-
ing Authority, and the Food
' I Stamp Program.)
1. WINN is a program which
aids welfare recipients in
receiving suitable: however,
i the mothrs were dissatisfied
and complained of the hiking
of rent a n d food stamp pro-
portions as a result of the
' work provided to them by this
program. Some of the mothers
on welfare also expressed
their grievance about being
referred from one office to an-.
toner.
Mrs. Mitchell. WINN Coordi-
nator explained to the mothers
yy hat happens to the AFDC!
atter the budget. It was statedi
hs her that: $30 dollar sd
ont-third of t h e AFDC, is
deducted at first" and that
child care is paid for during
the day and that the mothers'l
children's income isn't count-
ed as long as they are in
school."
According to Mrs. Sandra
Pera, a service worker, there
has been a "lack of communi-
cation" between the WINN work
ers and the Tennessee Un-
employment. There is a long
waiting period for a welfare
recipient aspiring to be an
LPN. The mother receiving
assistance is counted upon to
contact the eligibility worker
and then find out who her ser-
vice worker is. ,
The meeting lasted from
8:30 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. and
gave the mothers attending the
conference a better insight
of the procedures of the wel-
fare progra,m.
of Economic Opportunity slice
Februar of this year. Many
efforts has t' licen made to get
Butler out of the driver's seat.
Earlier this year he was accus-
ed in news articles of being a
racist and being against whit«,
people because he wears
tee has been under fire from! In a totally unrelated study'
Local politicans and the Office' for another story our reporter'
— -
Recently the young adults class of Ildle-
wild Presbyterian Church presented a
check for $5,000 to the Poliee.Citizena Com-
munity Relations Committee. Pictured from
•
left to right are Waddy West, Charles
glee, Randy Reed, Harold Shaw, Tom
sythe, and Ken Shuttieworth.
Pictured is a group of well wishers of the
Fairies.. High School pareilltre-.Tolest eta
dent abuse, and Stir Board inembell.
From left (front rowl Loreece Thompson.
Kathy Root), Alma Morris, Mrs. Pearl
Hoover. sirs. 0. D. Thornton, Rev Bell.
Back toy. (ram left. Roosevelt Green. Rill,





As a result At the recent res-
ignation of J. C. Nlilter. chair I
man of Memphis Area NVar on:
Poverty Committee. the Execiel
tive Board will meet Thursday
night ata,7:30 to determine, from
the point of view of poor pe0-:
ple, the direction of WOPC. , full heard and Afro-American
The public .is invited to the dashikis to work, one source
meeting which will be held att said because he fired his white
WOPC meeting chambers onkleputy director. Herman Arch -
South Third. er, who claims to be a person-
According to Washington But-I al friend of Mayor Loeb.
ler, Mr. Miller resigned because i A second move was made to
of health. As chairman of the!oust Butler when the eight
committee. "Mr. Miller was al member Executive Committee
very effective tool," said Mr.1(five black, three white) voted
Butler. :unanimously to give him an
Talk of the sweeping re- unrequested three month lease
structuring of the WOPC which' of absence with pay. This
has come out of Memphis City . move v«as given a resounding
Hall circles recently is an ap-deteat wino the poor black and
parent smokescreen to wrest white people of the community
the Memphis-Shelby County.: voted three to one to keep But-
Tenn., anti-poverty program ler on his job. Recent news ar-
from the control of the poor ticks point to another try and
and its very capable black are slanted to suggest misman-
executive director, Washington' agement of funds. inefficient
Butler, Jr. i program administration and
discovered that the District
Supervisor of the Regional 0E0
office team in Atlanta. Ga..




Residents of the Tulane Hous-
ing Complex complained of cer-
tain forms of discriminatory'
practices taking place at thel
Fairley High School in White-
haven.
According to Res. Ezekiel
Bell several parents of black
students who attend the school.
met this week with a committee
of SCLC to discuss specific




PFC Ulysses Wallace. killed
in action in Vietnam. was hon-
ored with the posthumous
award of the Bronze Star Med-
al and First Oak Leaf Cluster
for heroism.
The ceremony was held Sept.
17 at the home of his widow,,
Mrs. Connie Wallace. 29561
Wren.
A native Memphian, PFC'
Wallace entered military serv-
ice March 28. 1969. He was
attached to Co. C, 1st Bat. 61st -
Infantry, 1st Inf. Brigade. 5th'
See Page
include mental and physical
abuse that many of the black
children are forced to live with
, Mrs. 0. D. Thornton, spokes-
man for the group said, "The
students are being harassed by
the principal, Mr. Conners.
They are being provoked to the
point of rebellion This rebellion
is used as an excuse for sus-
pension."
She says, "Parents bave at-
tempted to speak with the
principal and have been denied
seeing them as a unit Thes
have been permitted to see him
one at a time."





During the summer, the com-
munity of Lakeview Gardens
reorganized its Civic Club.
The concerned residents of that
area are interested in making
the community one of good
abode.
Every resident of the area is
asked to take an active part in
the efforts for better streets,




(Editorial Note: This is the
first of a four part series by
Debb:e Dennie. associate editor
of the Tr -State Defender. Citi-
zens in the black community
will be interviewed. If anyone
wishes to expl-ess his opinion on
the subject, send statements
along with name, address to
the writer in care of the Tr:-
State Defender. All correspon-
dences will be appreciated.)
By DEBBIE DENNIE
Associate Editor
The year 1969 brought to an
end a decade of change in the
area of civil rights unequalled
in this nation's history.
Memphis, like many other
cities, witnessed the change in
the ten-year period which
sought to renew and intensify a
direct action approach as well
as the continuance and expan-
sion of traditional legal and
political action programs, in-
cluding the support of legisla-
tion, and the push for economic
advancement, highlighted by the
cry among blacks for Black
Power.
Interspersed within the peri-
od were outbursts of drama
focusing attention on blacks
who stepped forth in the name
See Page II.
The War on Poverty Commit-, questionable use of tax funds. N r
s Mrs. Smith.
Urges Black Cop Chief
;Editors Note: Hrs.. Maxine;
A. Smith, Executive Secretaryl
o" the Memphis Branch NAA-
CP. speaking for that origami-,
zat:on, has called on Mayer!
Loeb to name a black person
to succeed Frank C. ['ottoman
I as Director of fire and police.
This request Mrs. Smith states,
'is in line with the Associa•
fion's continuing concern for
equitable black representatioo
at all levels of local govern-
ment. The letter to mayor
Loeb follows,.
Dear Mayor Loeb:
We have noticed the recent
resignation of Fire and Police
Director Frank C. Holloman
; whose official duties in that
capacity will soon terminate.
Hig- We feel that the vacancy that
For- will he created offers an ex-
cellent and appropriate oppor
!unity for the appointment of a
black person to a key position'
in city government. At the
beginning of your present
term in office the Memphis,
Branch NAACP called upon!
you to make official appoint-
ments that would give racial
balance in line with population




List week a typographical error labeled the deathof Mr. William F. "Dune" Glenn a "Suteide Victim."The Tri-State Defender apologizes for that error.William F. "Dune" Glenn, 27, of 2141 Golf was killedSaturday night, Sept. 12 when he walked in front of anIllinois Central train. The incident occurred shout 7:411p.m. near Castalia and Frisco Railroad tracks.
The victim was pronounced dead at John Gaston Hoe
pital. Calvin Isom. ag, of loos; Person, a half brother ofMr Glenn. identified the nods
Voting Glenn began singing with the "Lyrics" rinsinggroup in the early 'ars He cut three records "Lee,
Re Sweethearts Again,' "siklewiwder." avid "CryingOver You." The records appeared mi the Gehl Weir La.
hurl,










• WASHINdION — Louis Martin who proposKt
?)lack war chest of black contributed dollars, is pull-
ing together the structure to make the plan a reali-
ly. Martin first- raised the question while on a panel
Id the National Urban League convention with Walter
113aIiitt of AFL-CIO and Tom Wicker of the N. Y. Times.
Wicker projected the proposal in his nationally
syndicated column and Martin got a positive f e e d-
Distr1but8h by Sengstacke Newspapers
Voters. With this sack-o-dough, blacks could wield
iome influence at the Democratic National Commit-
tee, which at this writing is looking everywhere but
at the black vote.
• INSIDE STUFF: If you happen to be a Democrat
and happen to be dozing these past few months, shake
yourself and look around at what has happened to
yaour party and its top money bags. Mr. Nixo n,
through an adroit gesture. has wooed the major chunk
of organized labor right out from under all of you.'i
43eorge Meany, who has been staunchly pro-D e m o-1
crat, sat at the President's right when he invited
some 200 union guys to dinner Labor Day and thenl
later entertained 2000 others on the lawn . . . Now
that former Federal Judge G. Harrold Carswell lost
out in his bid for the U. S. Senate the logical ques-
tion is will the President rename him to the Federal
bench. And if he does can he get past the Senate
this time? . . Walter Davis, AFL-CIO education
director, had his wife, Doris. at the White House
dinner Labor Day with Walter trying hard to throw
off his Democratic conditioning from so many elec-
tion campaigns . F'red O'Neal. who replaced
Phil Randolph on the executive committee of the fed-
eration, was not present nor was Randolph.
Name Biology Dixie College Aids Prop' ctsirin City
Prof To Post
In Interior
Dr. Rosalyn M. Patterson,
formerly professor of biology
at Speltnan College, Atlanta,
has been appointed staff special-
ist in the Office of the Com-
missioner of Reclamation, an-
nounced Secretary of the Inte-
rior Walter J. Hickel.
Commissioner of Reclamation
Ellis L. Armstrong said Mrs.
Patterson will serve for one
year on his staff with Dr.1
Alten B. Davis to advise on'
DURHAM, N. C. — North Lana Henderson instructor in
'Carolina Central University is
'actively involved in service to
Vie community.
. Service to the community is
i.one of President Albert N.
'Whiting's most importang goals
for the university. lie f eels
that the university has begun
to provide such service during
the past year
Dr. Whiting described t h e
various community service ac-
tivities of the 1969-70 s c h ool
yar. listed by departments.
Students from the Art Depart-
ment conducted Saturday morn-
ing classes for youngsters at
the Edgemont Community Cen-
ter in Durham, with the assist-
back. He has asked his old White House buddy, CliffLoroaram policies. Dr. Davis is 
ance of the department's Mrs._
;klexander, to sit in for him on this end since Martin 
a fellow of the American
is now based in Chicago. Cliff has remained front stration. on leave from Weber!
'Society for Public Admini- 
Purdue Offers
and center since leaving government and appears to 
State College in Ogden, Utah.
b • e the perfect anchor man for such responsibility. Dr. Davis and Dr. Patter- ,son will maintain a continuous
rf Martin and Alexander can bring off this plan it review of our policies and pro-1 
[veering
will be the best thing that could happen to black 
grams to help us keep them
attuned to the limes." Com-
missioner Armstrong said. 
RIGHTON: When the Black Catholic Laymen:
met here last week they went on record as desiring
four black bishops and the right to develop their own'
black liturgy . Ed Sylvester, formerly the watch-
dog of Contract Compliance, is now president of a new
firm. the Cooperative Assistance Fund . . New York-
ers are looking for Lou LuTour. She's traveling for
three months with a dramatist group somewhere on
the Europe continent . . °field Dukes is examining
the possibility of helping African nations with trade
and tourism . . Clarence Townes is headed for the
Center for Democratic Studies under Dr. Ken Clark
. . . Dr. King V. Cheek, brother of Howard univer-
sity's Dr. James Cheek, has been accepted as the
new president of Morgan State college in Baltimore.
He replaces Dr. Martin Jenkins who resigned. Dr.
King Cheek is currently the president of Shaw univer-
sity of Raleigh, N. C. He had hoped to take over
in January '71, but when the word leaked, the new
president is expected to move up his timetable.
RAPPING AWHILE: When one major brewery
turned down a pitch for a hunk of dough to pro-
mote its product as having the endorsement of the
-hundreds" of "gay bars" across the country, the
"gay" agency turned its attention to another major
brewery and, would you believe it, sold the idea. Now
the "gay boys" magazine features the product all
over its pages and the customers in the 500 or so
bars in California are getting the real "gay" treat-
ment . . If the Roman Catholic church insists on
moving the Rev. Philip J. Linden, from his post as
assistant pastor of St. Francis and St. Paul's parish
in Baltimore. they will face a showdown confronta-
tion. The black priest contends he is being asked to
move because he is too "radical." ...The real rea-
son the Black Panther convention in Philadelphia
came off without violence was due to hard work on
the part of Panthers. The body concluded that it
would do their image, and various defendants scat-
tered around the country awaiting trial — to have
the national meek deteriorate into a brawl. Conse-
quently, the word went out to "cool it."
OMEGA: The woes of the black auto dealers in
this country were articulated last week. in a page
one story in the Wall Street Journal which pointed
up the inexperience, the poor credit risks - and site
problems many of the dealers are facing. Notice-
able among the problems is one of location. Most
of the black dealers are inheriting inner city facilities
abandoned by whites who are moving to the suburbs.
Car buying these days is one of family shopping in
the wide open spaces with plenty of lights and bright
colors. Inner city agencies lack most of these . . .
There could be an upsurge of interest M "indepen-
dent" political thinking around the country. Many ob-
servers feel that only through this approach can the
black voter hope to have his wishes projected. There
is growing concern that the backlash is permeating
both parties and unless the brother makes his pres-
ence felt . . . Look for the Administration to do
more "walking with the people " The President is
pleased with the reception on walks thru the District
arhtio at the West Coast Whit* House. The Soorot






"Dr. Davis is chairman (if
the' department of political
science and philosophy at,
Weber State College. Dr. ,
Patterson's career is devoted
to biology. Their contributions
are expected to strengthen our
programs in many ways. in-;
eluding advances io the fields ,
of ecology and environmental
betterment.-
Dr Patterson was born in
Madison, Ga., in March 1939. !
She was graduated from Spel-
man College with an A. B. I
degree in biology in 1958. She
was awarded an M. S. degree
in 1960 by Atlanta University
and a Ph. D. degree in 1967
by Emory University. S h e
joined the staff of Spelman
College in 1960 as an instructor
in biology, became assistant
and gessociate professor of
Biology in 1966 and professor
of biology In 1968
HAMMOND, Ind. — The an-
nual Refresher Course for
Engineers will begin Nov. 4
at Purdue University Calumet
Campus here. Purpose of the
non-credit course is to assist
engineers planning to take the
Indiana state licensing ex-
amination f o r pnatassional
engineers and land surveyors.
The entire porgram consists of
16 sessions.
The course is divided into
three sections. Participants
can enroll in one or more sec-
tions to prepare them for any
or all five parts of the exam.
The licensing test will be given
next spring by the state board
of registration for professional
and surveyors.
Classes will meet on W e d.
evenings from 7 to 10 p. m.
and will run through March 31,
1971. The first section starts
Nov. 4 and will cover 10 ses-
sions, reviewing basic funda-
mentals of engineering-mathe-















• ARTHUR GODFREY and GOLD1E •Aft Sept 25 at 1110; Sept 25.t 130 1.30 I 30; Sept 27.1 130 90 Tack-.Wets lust $3.50; $3; 12.50; $2. Children under 12 only $t in $2 section.
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• JERRY LEE LEWIS • 1
••••,.....06,„iinc ..,„. Ticket, i ....3.5.......0
0. 300 MU 11140 0 ATTRACTIONS,An snows In the MId-Sduttt Coliseum Order your tickets now' rIckets 0o..AghtDoor to *Ow date nc)uds tree ildrn,ssion to tn• ga, Send stamped sctliderlia•d envelope along with your money Order to Mid-South Coliseum.Mid4euth Fair founds.. Memphis, Tern,...
▪ 25 ma OCT. 3
SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:
As the sun steadily sets in the west the
Greyhounds make ready for another night
of fun at Southland. Post time 8:00 P.M.
Admission 50C. Rated "A" for adult enter-
tainment.
art education
Art Department students un-
der the guidance of Samuel
Molina also provided technical
aid to Durham's "Your 0 w n
Thing" theatre, designing ad-
vertising placards and other
promotional literature.
The Business and Economics
Department was actively involv-
ed in service projects. It con-
ducted seminars in business
management for small business
men in the Durham area, in
cooperation with D urh a m's
ProSect Outreach and the U.S.
Small Business Administration.
Accounting students also work-
ed with small minority-owned
businesses, helping set up book-
keeping systems in accordance
with modern business proce-
dures.
The Department of Dramatic
Art worked, as did the Art De-
partment with "Your 0 w n
Thing" theatre. Assistance pro-
ing" theatre. Assistance pro-







Crimson et: 1:10 4:25 7.50
Boy et: 2:55 6:15 940
, ,





members included design of high school students brought' 25
stage sets, coaching, and opera-teenagers to the campus for
tion and design of lighting, two weeks of training.
The Education Department by] Dr. James H. Brewer of the
its nature is involved in a basic ;History Department volunteer-
community concern — t h eled his time, and the university
schools. Faculty members pro- provided facilities, for courses
vided counsel to teachers and
administrators.
The English Department was
involved in the university's
work with small businesses
when the Carolina T i in e s a
black weekly newspaper in
Durham, asked for volunteer
copyreaders in addition to the
accounting majors who work-
ed with its- bookkeeping sys-
tem.
The Department of Health
Education, which is involved
in a federally-sponsored C o m-
munity Health Education Proj-
ect in Durham, worked w ith
more than 900 persons in low-in-
come areas of Durham through
that project. In addition a sum-
mer leadership institute f o r
V
in Negro history for citizens of
the Durham area. This pro-
gram, conducted in cooperation
with the United Organizations
for Community Improvement,
involved persons from t h eir
Iteens to retirement age in a
itough information-oriented se-
ries of classes.
The Department of H o in e
,Economics conducts se wing
classes at Edgemont Communi-
ty Center and has provided as-
sistance in menu planning to
the Durham Nursery School As-
sodation.
The Department ot sociolo-
gy conducted extensive studies
of the Durham community in
'connection with academic
lcourses and on the request of
various community agencies.
Among those studies were a
socio-economic study of D u r-
ha m's Walltown Community
conducted at the request of
Durham's Community Advisory
Committee; a study of Negro
businesses in Durham; and a
compilation of information on
social and welfare s er v i c es
available in Durham.
The sociology department is
also engaged in planning a
large scale study of school de-
segregation in North Carolina,
to be conducted in cooperation
with the University of N o rth
Carloina. A pilot study this fall
will be conducted in Co.
Dr. Charles E. King and Dr.
Norman Uhl. The sociology de-
partment is also committed to
a study of the development of
"Soul City" near Henderson,
N. C.
Volunteer activity by students
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Just about everyone knows what the
7 Crown of Seagram's stands for.
Unquestionable good
taste. Consistent quality. And a
flavor that is consistently
smooth, and always comfortable.
Say Seagram's 7 Crown
and Be Sure.
jot mivorma



























SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1970
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
William T. Holt Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. William T. Holt Sr.
of 2138 Hunter Ave., Memphis,
Tenn., has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned to Shep-
pitrd AFB, Tex., for training ,
in aircraft maintenance, Air-
man Holt is a 1968 graduate of
Douglass High School.
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
William H. Taylor, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Taylor of
4989 Wilburn Ave., Memphis,
Tenn., has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He has been assigned WI
Keesler AFB, Miss., for train- •
ing in the administrative field.
Airman Taylor is a 1969 grad-
uate of White Station
High School. His wife is the
Former Earlene Webb of Mem-
phis.
1SAN ANTONIO — Airman'
Wesley Johnson Jr., so n of
Mr. and Miss. Wesley Johnsonj
Sr. of 910 Olympic St., Mem-
phis, T e n n., has completed i
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. He has been assign-
ed to Kessler AFB, Miss., for
training in the administrative
fiel d. Airman Johnson is a
graduate of Memphis Techni-
cal High School. His wife is the
former Beverly F. Bolden of
1698 Rayner, Memphis.
14:1. FADER
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Ronald E. Bass,- son of Mrs.
Maxine M. Trudo 397 "9"
I auderdale, Memphis, has com-
pleted basic training at Lack-
land AFB, Tex. He is remain-
ing at Lackland for training as
a security policeman. Airman
Bass is a 1970 graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School. His father, Robert Bass,




requirements a n d business'
concern in the area of equal
opportunity f o r minorities
was explored in an intensive
three-day workshop, at Gener-
al Electric Company's Man-
agement Development Institute,
Crotonville, N. Y.
Designed for ma nagers
and professionals functionally
involved in the area of equal
opportunity and minority re-
lations, the wor p, "Govern-
ment and Cori irate Require-
ments for Equal Opportunity'
Minority Relations Progress,"
w a s keynoted by Federal
government officials and key
Corporate and operating per-
sonnel.
Attending were approximate-
ly 100 GE managers from
over 50 plant locations across
the nation as well as repre-









It's time again to start ready-
ing your home for Fall and winter.
months ahead. Let Sears give you
a hand. They are celebrating their
84th year and having a storewide




Whether it's the inside or our.
aide of your home that needs
attention, Sears can assist you.
Maybe an aluminum insulated
door, or new all-season storm
windows are just what you want
to keep out Jack Frost. Maybe
your family will feel safer with an
electronic control to automatically
open and close your garage door.
There Are many other items to
choose from to help you improve
the exterior of your home like:
wood-fiber insulating siding; de-
luxe ironwork and railings: low
priced, strong, rust resistant gal-
vanized guttering: or just good,




Would you rather improve the
inside of your home this Fall?
Perhaps you have been considering
remodeling your kitchen. During
Sears "Anniversary Days" is a per-
fect time to get that new dish-
washer you've been wanting. Sears
has both portable and built-in
models sold Under the dependable
name of Lady Kenmore. A food
waste disposer really comes in
handy, too. And Lady Kenmore
disposers are super-powered,
super-quiet and extra durable.
What about your kitchen cabi-
nets? New cabinets can give your
Sitchen just the lift it needs. Fine
wood in Mediterranean, Provincial
or smart new Town Classical style




Don't say no to Fall home
remodeling just because you're
short of cash. Sears has a con-
venient Credit Plan to suit ylsur
needs. And, complete installation
can be arranged through Sews for
a reasonable price.
So, put a new face on your
home this Fall. You'll celebrate




SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
ness Machines, Westing-
house, Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corp., and Cornell
University.
Included, among the work-i
shop leaders:
Arthur A. Fletcher. assistant
secretary for Workplace
Standards Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor; Miss
Grace C. Ferrill, Chief, Branch
of Labor Law, Division of Leg-
islation and Standards,
Women's Bureau, U.S. De-
partment of Labor; Isaiah T.
Creswell. Jr., assistant staff
director for Community Pro-
gramming, U. S. Commission
on Civil Rights; Andrew C..






Robert Hobson. director. Pro- ,
eral Contract Compliance; S.
Broad, director, Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Policy,
Department of Defense; Rev.
Leon If. Sullivan, pastor.
gram Operations, Office of Fed-





Theodor S. Geisel — better
known to millions of childrn
and parents as Dr. Seuss
— will participate with Mat-
tel!, Inc. in the creating of a
line of Seuss-inspired toys,
dolls and games. The first
five of these products will be
available this fall, according
to Elliott Handler. Mattel's
board chairman.
Geisel, in signing an exclu-
sive agreement with Mattel,
revealed his personal interest
in each item being produced.
"Mattel's attention to detail
and painstaking desire for
bringing my characters to
life just as they were meant
to be was the main reason for
my decision to form a close.
continuing association with
them."
The first five Dr. Seems
items are: the Dr. Seuss See
'n Say, "Sam I Am;" the Dr.
Seuss talking storybook,
"Friends of Dr. Seuss;" the
Dr. Seuss Cat in the Hat
plush doll; the Dr. Seuss
Mattel-O-Phone: and the Dr.
Seuss Fish-A-Majigger game.
Another new product inspired
by the works of Dr. Seuss is
a unique playhouse with a
variety of built-in games and
play activities.
Geisel's achievements are
impressive in many fields. He




Women increasingly are in-
volving dasmselves in programs
designed to demolish voter
apathy, the National Federa-
tion of Republican Women,
based in Washington, D. C.,
has advised.
"H a r d - hitting Workshops,"
featuring topnotch panelists
and outling the best in creative
campaign knowhow. will be
presented to some 600 women
at the Saturday, Oct. 3 NFRW
board meeting in Dallas. Texas,
according to the federation's
president. Gladys O'Connell.
Mrs. O'Connell said the work-
shop session have set t n e
theme "Campaign Charisma"
for the parleys during the board
meeting, Oct. 1 through 3 at
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1'irgil B. Day, vice president,
GE Corporate Business En-
vironment; and Frank Toner.
manager. Equal Opportunity
Minority Relations, GE. Roy
Solaski. of GE's Corporate
Education Services, is designer
of the program.
The workshop was developed
to help industrial executives
increase their knowledge of
current government require-
ments and procedures, and
to explore constructive way-
of effectively meeting corporate
and government needs in the
equal em loyment opportunity
y relations areas.
has work in the field of
rim- literature, and has been sub-













SAN ANTONIO — Airman,
Sidney P. Woods, son of
!Lillie M. Woods, 1734 Brookin.;,;
Memphis, has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He is remaining at Lack-
land for training as a security
policeman. Airman Woods is a




\ ,:BURG. S. C. — Le-
roy Da \ a senior at South
Carolina State College, has
been appointed a member of
the South Carolina Youth Ad-
visory Committee for Selective
Service.
Davis. a professional biology •
major, is a son of Mr. andl
Mrs. Lincoln Davis of Orange-
burg.
Ile is a member of in a n
campus organizations includ-
ing Beta Kappa Chi, a nation
al scientific honorary society.
the campus newspaper, and the
science club.
The purpose of the youth ad
isory committee is to provide
information and advise to the
national director and state di-
rector of selective service con-
cerning the views and attitudes
of youthful members of so-
ciety toward selective service




















NOW YOU CAN SAVE OVER TWICE AS
MANY QUALITY STAMPS
ALL YEAR 'ROUND!
Savings estimative on *vetoes dollar purchases of partictpating products
You're
never too old
to learn 'n prosper!
Some folks, young and old, like the
same day-to-day routine. But others
wont to learn and prosper. If this is you
then the JOINT UNIVERSITY CENTER is
for you!
The J.U.C. (merger of Memphis
State's Downtown Evening School and
U-T Downtown Memphis Center) begins
its Fall Quarter October 5th with ci
sparkling array of fascinating and
helpful courses. Each is taught by a
competent, highly experienced instruc-
tor. Most classes meet one evening a
week for ten weeks. The majority of •
courses carry full college credit (3 quar-
ter hours). Classes are held at the
J.U.C. headquarters, corner of Madison
and Second . . . with several being of-
fered at the J.U.C.'s branches in Frayser
and Whitehaven.
Joint University Center



















































Recreation and Lei ure
Art Appreciation
Adventures with Words





Fish (Bass & Bream)



















College Credit! Or just for fun!
Over a hundred courses!
IT'S EASY 
TO 
ENROLL AT THE 
J. U. C.
Coll, visit, or 
write 
the)OINT 
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DOWNTOWN Office and Classes: 127 Madison km. _
FRAMS Close's: ?furor High School
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N.C. Mixed Group Schedules
$1,400,000 Flat Complex
WILMINGTON, N. C. — A
group of five black leaders and
two whites announced that ap-
proval has been given by the
Federal Housing Administra-
tion for the construction of a
$1,400,000 multi-family housing
complex in Wilmington.
Approval of the project was
made through the Greensboro
office of the FHA and con-
structions in the state. Black
leaders included in the project
are Dr. Hubert A. Eaton, of
Wilmington; Dr. George C.
Simkins of Greensboro, At-
torney Julius L. Chambers and
Dr. Reginald A. Hawkins, both
of Charlotte. Other persons in
the project are Henry E. Mil-
ler, Joseph Norwood and Henry
E. Miller, Jr.. white business-
men of Wilmington.
Dr. Eaton, spokesman for
the group, said the new housing
is being designed for those
families who do not qualify for
public heusing and who cannot
otherwise provide adequate
housing for their families.
"These apartments will be


































families whose incomes range
between $,3000 and $7,000 per
year," added Eaton.
He also said that the new
project, the first in the state
under Section 236 of the Na-
tional Housing Act, will involve
some federal rent subsidy to
make the rents low enough to
accommodate low and
moderate income families.
Eaton said the apartments,
to be of frame and brick
veneer construction, will be
rented for an average of $94.,
which includes ranges, refri-
gerators. Achen exhaust fans,
heat and all utilities.
The new development, to
be known as East Wilmington
Heights. will be constructed on
a nine-acre site. The builders
have made provisions for 156
parking spaces and several
recreation and play areas
OLD CROW MAN POSES FOR AD
the barrel assembly line at National Dis•
tillers' Memphis Cooperage is shown as he
gets ready to be photographed engaged in
his woodworking hobby for the new Old
Crow advertising campaign. A twenty-five
year employee with National, Mr. Yates is
— featured hi one of the early ads in the
new campaign which is built around the
men whose skills have made Old Crow the
world's most popular Bourbon. Ogilvy &
Mather, Inc. is the advertising agency for
Old Crow.
Starting Position Washington Eyes
meat in the secondary now that -B
ut Washington could betthere and ca
me back later in day, are likely to face a secon-
he has veteran Herb Adderley a big factor i
n the final decHthe game." Green said. 
,dary made up of Adderley and
to fit into the picture. sion," 
Landry said before the Now the New Yor
k Jets who Washington at the corners and
Adderley, a cornerback, had
 Chiefs game. 
go against the Cowboys Sun-lRenfro and, Green at safeties.
been in town only a couple of Washing
ton settled down —
after those first two plays
and figured in eight tackles,
three of them unassisted, and
broke up two passes which bore
Mel Renfro, an all-pro at TD 
tags. One of his tackles
free safety has been manning 
sent Richardson wobbling to
the right cc,rner adequately,
days and did not see any action
against the Chiefs. But he is
sure to win one of the corner
spots.
but prefers his old safety spot.
Cornell Green, also of anise()
caliber at cornerback, switch-
ed to strong safety for the first
time against the Chiefs and
fared very well there.
Landry said he didn't want ot
move Renfro back to free safety
where rookie Cliff Harris and
soph Richmond Flowers are
battling for the job.
the sidelines for a long rest.
"Washington made two mis-
takes," Landry said after the
game. "He was just a little
tight. After that he settled
down and played a real fine
ball game."
Green also had a verbal com-
pliment for the man who may
keep him at safety.
-The encouraging thing is







The brand and the savings are
all ours on these luxuriously
made acrylic bulkies! Cable
front cardigans in crew ct V-
neck styles. Cable front slip-
ons in new longer lengths




. AE STGATE SOUTHGATE GATEWAY •
elutea• : 5100 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
TORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:30 P.M. DAI










With the flick of a brush
you can achieve smooth
hair dose to th• head, Or
curls all over the head.
Make A Classic Comeback
THIS FALL...
by wearing a HAT!
:••••• •
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It's the finishing touch.
with th• new ION-
GUETTE LOOK. Its.












were held Friday (Central
United Methodist Church) in
Jackson, Miss., for Mrs. Mary
A. Collins, 83, pioneer black
businesswoman, educator and
civil rights leader in Minis-
niPPi•
Mrs. Collins owner of the Col-
lins Funeral Home, and presi-
dent of the Collins Burial In-
surance Co., was the widow of
Malachi Collins, founder of the
funeral business whom she mar-
ried in 1914.
Mrs. Collins, a former teach-
er at Wischler Junior High in
Meridian was also the first
black liberarian at a public
library in the state. She head-
ed the Andrew Carnigie Library
in Meridian.
Mrs. Collins was educated at
Haven Institute, Meridian, and
Hampton and Tuskegee Institu-
tes. Before founding a funeral
home at Hattiesburg in 1915,
her husband was a professor of
mathematics at Haven Insti-
tute.
Mrs. Collins was a director
of the Jackson YWCA, the Jack-
son NAACP Chapter, which her
husband founded, and a trustee
of Central Untted Methodist
Church. She was an active
leader of the Mississippi State
Funeral Directors and Mor-
ticians Association.
In 1947, Zeta Phi Beta Soro-
rity named her "Woman of the
Year", an honor repeated by
the Improved Benevolent Pro-
tective Order of Elks in 1966.
Mrs. Collins was especially
proud of an honorary Doctor of
Humanities degree conferred
upon her by Prentiss Institute,
Prentiss Institute, in 1967.
Mrs. Collins is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Clarie C. Har-
vey, secretary of the Collins
Funeral Home and a national-
ly known churchwoman and
business leader_ Mrs. Harvey's
husband, Martin, is dean of stu-
dent affairs at Southern Uni-
versity, Baton Rouge, La.
A memorial fund has been
created in Mrs. Collins' name.
It will be used to aid children
in the Farish St. Community
where her business was locat-
ed. Central United Methodist
Church will administer the
fund.
semainmemmempassuommeemstmietatemm_I
I: GUIDEPO$TBy Carlotta Watson, Counselor...aapsoammoartwurrAwaronrsoogne#10emanseamb:
By CARLOTTA WATSON, COUNSELOR
Musing: We are frightened by the contrast be-
tween what we are, and what we feel obligated to be.
We have our own brand of checks and balances. 
We
make some kind of adjustment. At the heart of our
adjustment is our own image. .
Dear Carlotta:
We do want our children educated. Now that we
have our eyes set on college for them, someone tells
them about a vocational education, or a trade. The
college seems the only open door to a job. What are
you trying to do? Are our underprivileged children not
ready for a real education?
Worried Mothers
Dear Worried Mothers: I am glad you expressed
yourself. It will give me an opportunity to make a few
things clear that is perhaps worrying a lot of parents.
For more than 10 years, vocational education has been
confused with practical training required for a job,
and regarded as separate and distinct from "educa-
tion." It has been taken for granted that we give the
students to "vocational education" when we have giv-
en up on them as students. It has been taken for
granted that vocational educational education is for
those who do not have the ability for college. It is
really just the OPPOSITE! One can use vocational
process to help to develop the ability for higher learn-
ing. To become educated a person needs to develop
the skills one needs to sustain and advance his life
so that he may become a productive and creative in-
dividual in society. In STRICT liberal arts, a student
may make one of two decisions: to do what the teacher
tells him, or not to believe him. Thus he is depirved
of a valuable personal confrontation with choice and
responsibility. Choice without consideration of alter-
natives and conscious awareness of relationships be-
tween behavior and consequences is NOT decision mak-
ing and represents neither independence nor respon-
sibility. When a youngster is provided with an oppor-
tunity to design, to test, to repair a car, to lay a
brick, or repair a radio, he goes through behavi-
oral changes not unlike the processes in liberal arts.
The vocational process may be used in this way as a
GREAT TOOL in liberating the mind for self expres-
sion. This he needs in college.
American education has been nourishing the young
with intellectual ideas independent of relevant experi-
ence. Vocational education can become the means of
directing the student away from the abstractions of
symbols and sterile cleverness and toward his own
life style. Vocational education attempts to simulate in
the classroom the kind of life situations necessary to
develop social concern and proper behavior. So please
don't feel that a person who is interested in vocational




In his first talk to the student
body of LeMoyne-Owen College,
President Odell Horton said
"Nothing great can be given
to anyone; it must be earned."
Addressing he opening chapel
program Wednesday of last
week, President Horton said
"flings that are great, lasting
and truly worthwhile cannot be
given to you.
"One cannot be given inte-
grity, respect, or education.
If one is to acquire these quiri-
ties they must be earned."
He admonished those who
seek favors and criticized those
who depend upon luck to further
their gains. "We cannot expect
luck, gifts and hope alone tn
accomplish the things we so
desire," he added.
"As young black college stu.
dents, you should start out ties
college year with a goal in mind
hoping to achieve and accom-
plish those things unknown," he
said.
The newly elected president
of the college suggested that
the students should go to the
library and read, rather than
idle their time away on the cam-
pus and in the student center.
He concluded by telling the 4
students that they should begin "




























Standing near the spot where
Jefferson Davis took the oath
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The deployed unit of the Navy fleet. test specified above at their of office as President of theChief of Naval Personnel has After completing his college own expense prior to Dec. 
Confederacy. the first black
set Dec. 1, 1970 as the applica- course and all military require- 31, 1970, gubernatorial candidate in mod-deadline date for the Nay- ments, an NROTC midshipman —arrange with the 
appro-'ern Alabama history has called
for the defeat this fall of Gov-al Reserve Office r Train- is commissioned as a regular priate testing agency for,ing Corps College Scholarship officer in the U. S. Navy or the sulsmission of t h e i r
'ernor-nominate George Wallace
Program. Marine Corps and goes on ac- scores to the NROsIt Col-, Dr. John L. Cashin address-Parents and high school of- five duty with the operating lege Scholarship Program, irig a kickoff rally for candi-heals should remind eligible forces, and
high school seniors and grad- . • 
dates of the predominantly 
'ilkick National DemocraticApplicants for this program —apply for the NROTC 'Col-uates tb submit their applica-, ll .
tions before the deadline date. oe considered based on lege Scholarship Program Party o f -Alabama (NDPA),
The NROTC College Scholar- between April 1. 1970 and, ad filet Wallace. the regular
scores obtained on either the
p Program o f f e r s an opg Scholastic Aptitude Test ISAT'l Dee, • 
.
accordance Democrg i g party candidateshi the College Entrance Eximi- with the 1971 Bulletin of In- has had a one plank 
platform on Nov. 3. Alabama first notportunitY for a young man to George first, because Georgenation Board (CEEB) Prince- since he first ran for office. .g a i n a regular commission — ' formation. 1' a !Tian to whom you do notN. .i. or the American Col-'
iengle Test (ACT) of the Amer': •
while studying at one of t h e: The 1971 NROTC Bulletins of „'''ail he knows is Nigger, make a dime worth of digmany NROTC colleges and unig can College Testing Program, Information and application -‘Zer' 
Nigger ' Cashin told a feggice..,
versities. The Navg furnishes'Iowa City. Iowa in lieu of the forms are available from local:g l.wer.---
ing on the steps o the .
aid if he is elected.Navy ege 'Aptitude . T e s t high school counselors, t h e '
,gabagia ;tate capitol. "A vote, t sn n ,
ccernor he would erase the
tuition, fees, books, and uni- y Coll 'forms, plus a subsistence al- nearest Navy or Marine Corps a:against Wallace is a vote for g' (NCAT) previously utilized. staking state funds out of lotsthe American dream."lowance of $50 per month to recruiting station listed, in your interest bank accounts and intoNROTC midshipmen. . A p p ii c a n t s for the 1971 telephone book, or from the "We ask all decent Ala•nami-1 gg s Treasury bonds.Each summer NROTC mid- NROTC C o II e g e Scholarship Chief of Naval Personnel ( Pers ans who voted in the Democra-.shipmen are assigned at-sea Program must: B6411). Department of t he tic primary against G e or g e After the rally Cashin andtraining cruises with regular! —apply far and take either Ngvy, Washington. D. C. 20370.. Wallace to go to the polls on the \ OPA candidates met pri-•---- 
._




1511 Downs Alcorn 2444 In Freedom Classic
By LUTHER CARMICHAEL
LOS ANGELES—On die
passing wizardry of junior
quarterback Joe Gilliam. Jr..
the big blue tigers of Tennessee
State University rolled to an
impressive 21-0 halftime 1g a d
which they defended with bull-
dog Tenacity in the second hall
to emerge with a 24-14 win
over Alcorn A. & M. College
in the second annual freedom
classic.
The Tigers went for broke
early in the game as they tal-
lied 14 in the first quarter and
7 in the second: Then they
"Iced" the cake in the fourth
when Alfred Reese booted a 43
yard field goal.
It took the Tigers 11 Plays to
get on the scoreboard in Huge
Memorial Coliseum. Starting
from his own 22. Gilliam hit on
two of four passes in the 78
yard scoring march. while one Freddie Herring at the rsu
was given to the Tigers-on the Gilliam used all pas olay.- in
one for .nterference in the end this drive which took 9 pitis
zone. David Davis caught one The Tiger quarterback h Joe
up the middle tor 26 yards and .Sweet twice. David Davis once.
'one in the right flat for nine and Joe Scales four times. The
yards. Setback Albert Dasis : last toss to Scales was good for
'slanted off left tackle on third the TD from seven yards out.
idown for the score. Reese con-;The sure-toed Reese placed-
I verted and the Tigers led 7-0Ikicked his third of the evening
with 7:45 left in the quarter. to make the score 21-0.
Moments later, the ,T iger sl While the Alcorn Braves trail-
were the recipients of a rough-
ing-the-punter penalty, which
put them in business on the
Alcorn 15. Albert Davis and
Jacob Mayers rushed for 6 and.
1, respectively, and then Gil-1
ham hit David Davis on a ninei
yarder for the score. Reese
again converted.
The third Tiger tally was set
up when a Clarence Tolliver.
pass for the Alcorns went away
and was picked off by TSL"s
irk '
LEIDERS BOOST DRIVE . . . Black leaders and workers
continuing to gather momentum in the Citizens Non-Parti-
san Voter Registration Campaign with a theme of "Ope-
ration gag workers in this massive Voter Registration
Drive are determined to bring the Black voter mark
abote the 100.000 count. By so doing Black people can
definitely show Black Power at the ballot box. Pictured
are some of the drive's leaders including public officials
NASHVILLE — Dr. Earl L.
Woods of Beverly Hills, Calif,
told 214 Tennessee State Uni-
versity summer graduates . to
use their analytical and re-
freshing knowledge to help
bridge the generation gap
Himseit a gran of Tennessee
State (1952), the former Chat-
ta000gan spoke on "Social
Change: Cause of the Genera-
tion Gap."
Three blind
Gilliam tig;s and sprtited
ards :o :fie Ifger 2. Gilliam,
whô nad been pressured on his
throw by Brave cornerback
George Cole. made the last
ditch stop to prevent the score.
But Gilliam's heroics merely
postponed the inevitable. Four
plays later, Clarence Tolliver
dashed around right end for the
TD from 3 yards out. With
Haney catching hold, Jerry
ed by a lopsided score of theilacking converted to make it
half, their showing in the statisg21-7.
tics were much more impres- The inspired Braves conliuu-
sive. They had 64 net rushing ecl their pressurizing tactics on
yards to 6 for Tennessee State;
seven first downs to 10 for the,
Tigers, while their total offense!
at intermission was 125 yards;
to 131 for the Tigers.
But the Braves fortune;
changed dramatically to their
liking in the third quarter when
Richard Sowells intercepted a
the Tiger passer in the fourtn
period. Early in the perio d,
Gilliam was nailed by right
corner Harry Gooden for a 13
yard loss. The ball was fumb-
led and left corner George Cole
recovered from the Braves a'
the Tiger 7. on :he next •play.
Tolliver turned his own right
who are working diligently in the campaign. Seated: State
Representative Alvin King; Criminal Court Judge Otis
Higgs; Democratic Nominee for State Representative Ha-
rold Ford: Standing: Melvin Robinson. recently defeated
In his bid for Sheriff and Chairman of the Committee:
Rev. J. J. Jones:•and George Dowdy, recently defeated in
his hid for the State House.





among those receiving de-
grees; They were Roger L.
Ammons of Greenwood, Miss.,
who received a master's in
guidance and counseling and
Robert J. Utley of Jackson
and Thomas Kennedy Frank-
lin of Nashville, who received
bachelor's degrees in Socio-
logy.
Tennessee State graduates
from Illinois were: Walter
Steven Storey, Jr. , and Bever-
ly Loriane Tucker. Chicago;
Cheryl Beard and Beverly
Jeane Crisler, North Chicago;
Malcolm Louis Wallace. Har-
vey: Charlotte Slanda Graham,
Maywood and Dana Alvin
Rountree, Springfield,
Said Dr. Woods, "Will you
help bridge the gap, or further
widen it? Will you find it neces-
sary to hide behind a label,
i. e., Pro-Establishment or!
Anti-Establishment?"
"Will you need to preach.
Afto - identity, to be popular or
to strengthen America for all'
its citizens?. . .
"I challenge you to he trip-
pled-gold medal winners, if
not as Wilma Rudolph in the.
Rome Olympics, 'be in the,
political, social, and educa-
tional arena of American.
thought and culture.
"I challenge you to dream
the impossible dream; to fight
the unbeatable foe; to bear
with the unbearable sorrow:
to run where the brave dare
not go . . To right the unright-
able wrong; to try when your'
arms are too wearer to reach for
the unreachable star
"And finally. I challenge
you. if you entered (Tennessee
State University) to learn, if
you' feel that you have learned,
then go forth and serve."
An e m inent psychiatrist.
who earned the master's at
the University of Southern
California and his medical
degree from Howard Univer-
sity, he became the first black
to intern a it d complete resi-
dency at Quee not Angels Hos-
Nov. 3, and do it again." I xately hi map their strategy'
Cashin charged that Wallace! tor thew assault on more than
would use the governor's office' 150 Alabama offices.
as a base for another try at,
the .presidency and "would!
jump ship to hustle for the!
presidency . . . to make a lot
of 'money for himself and his ,
hangers-on.
"I say Alabama first. notl.
George first." said Cashin to'
about 100 NDPA candidates and
supporters. "Let everyone of
yea out there, black, white,
rich, poor, establishment, anti-
establishment, rise up and say
Woods c I o sing challenge
urged the graduates "to de-
velop intellectual armies in
American education as did
TSU presidents William J. Hale




296 Vance AVNIIIP 526-0313
end tor the score. Lacking
again converted to round cut
the Braves scoring for the
night.
Gilliain. who hit on 14 of 17
passes for 136 yards and an
average of .520, was replaced
by Clifford Brooks, who, in ad-
dition to his quarterbackim_.
does the holding on extra
points and field goal attempt
for Alfred Reese.
Clarence Toliver, who was
v oted the most outstanding
back in the game, tried to ex-
hort his charges to a winning
comeback. but Rodger Sims,
Tiger linebacker, came up with
an interception which led to
Reeses's field goal with 2:21
shmiing on the stadium clock.
Harry Gooden was chosen top
defensive player of the game.
The famed marching bands
from Tennessee State and Al-
corn put on colorful pre-game
and halftime shows, much to
the delight of the 43,772 fans. ,
The .2,ante is sponsored an-
nually by the Los Angeles chap-
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LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD ???
"Everything he touches turns to.Gold"
Have you ever neara this quotation? Of
course; we all have. Well this is what they say
about Brothar Fred Wilson of Los Angeles,
Calif., ordained Dr. of Divinity; the best
spiritual in the country today. Don't gamble
on anything including numbers, cards, dice,
bingo, Dogs, Horses, until you talk to him and
fInd out about the "Mule" and the Tobey He
makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call
for FREE advice 24 hours a day Advice
oii love, money matters, and court cases
A rea cogle 21 Irc? AQ9e.les, Calif.
?iS75;
to.>
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds




• Free Memphis Delivery!
• Holds 535 Lbs. Foods! 3-Year $150
• Free 1-Year Service! • Food Spoilage Warranty!
PRIDDY 8t BURGESS
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
1883 Lamar Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Call 275.1101
Backlit 054 RCA did most of its
business in North America. And
Mr. Rode‘ick A. Harmon. fresh out of
high school, went to work in the
'mail room of our international divi-
! sion at Clark, New Jersey.
Today RCA is a multi-national
corporation marketing some 12,000
products and services throughout,
;the world. And Rod Harmon is ,i
key member of RCAs worldwide
i marketing management team.
Pelloalafearafgaireehatal
Ca
Rod travels the world to supervise
exhibits ot color TV camera, and
other RCA television Audio equip-
ment at conventions otrIV executives
in London and Montreux and
Sydney and Mexico City and points
beyond.
He publishes brochure, and I a
on mobile shortwave radio gear in
most major (and sonic Mil-so-iitator)
languages. And writes letters about
other RCA broadcast and corm
uer.
mu n icat ions products to prospective
customers from Tasmania to Japan.
from Botswana to Iceland, from Cape
Horn to the Texas border.
He advertises all these products in
trade and professional journals that
blanket every inhabited continent.
And he helps softie 125 overseas
branch offices and franchised
distributors of RCA Communications
Systems with their local and
regional advertising and sales
promotiqn programs.
Rod's job requires a sure command
of nearly every known medium of
mass communications. And the
ability to communicate effectively
with people of many different
nationalities and races and life-
styles-- in their terms, not his; in
terms of their needs and wants, not
somebody else's.
Rod Harmon's got what it takes to
do his job outstandingly well.
How does he feel about it? "It's the
big league. It's like competing in
the Olympics every day of the
year.
"In international business you're
up against the very best, from all
over the world. When we make a
sale, we know RCA products are
better than the best from any other
manufacturer, anywhere.
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Black College Heads Assail Nixon
A representative number of Ne-
gro college presidents accused the
Nixon Administration of lacking in
sensitivity to the basic needs of the
nation's black colleges. There a r e
substantive merits to the accusa-
tion. The lack of commitment by
the federal government to this vi-
tal sector of American higher edu-
cation is notorious, scandalous and
indefensible.
A scarcity of project grants and
loans from the federal government
to black colleges leaves these insti-
tutions in financial despair that
could be relieved by a reversal of
governmental attitude and policy.
Such grants would not only r e i n-
force the fabric of the black schools
but would help in establishing t h e
much needed climate for lessening
the racial tension which gives prom-
ise of longer duration and greater
intensity.
"Indeed," said Dr. Vivian Hen-
derson, the president of Clark Col-
lege in Atlanta, "the Administra-
tion's utter lack of sensitivity on
Is Black Capitalism
Black capitalism as a conceptu-
al, workable theory was given a se-
vere jolt in Atlanta when two civil
rights leaders imbued with lofty
idealism, failed in their endeavor to
give validity to the thesis of a sepa-
rate black economy.
The abortive experiment has left
a sour taste in the mouths of both
men and a large question mark in
their minds about the practicality
of an autonomous economic struc-
ture far removed from the m a i n-
stream of the American economy.
Black capitalism as an indepen-
dent entity has been the focus of
many debates, in many circles. The
idea has a certain magic about it
that casts a spell on those who hear
it for the first time. First of a 11,
concentration of black capital to-
ward a definitive mercantile goal is
not beyond the realm of achieve-
ment.
Second. the despicable anti-ra-
cial attitude of the omnipotent white
captains of industry and finance and
their systematic exclusion of t h e
black man from the inner circles,
give much propulsion to the notion
of probable viability of an indepen-
dent black capitalism.
But it takes more than a notion
however pregnant with possibilities
to bring this to pass. All of the han-
dicaps that must be hurdled are not
this point, purposeful or otherwise,
is feeding the flames that already
roar in the hearts of many black
students."
Dr. Lionei Newsom, president
of Johnson C. Smith University in
Charlotte, N. C., expressed the
opinion that higher black education
is not a thing of the past but is here
to stay for a long time yet and will
serve as a prerequisite for the evo-
lution of the pluralistic society that
integration is trying to achieve.
These college presidents resent
the tendency by the federal govern-
ment and philanthropic foundations
to determine standards of academ-
ic excellence for black colleges on
Anglo-Saxon scale of educational
values. The logic of this assertion is
unimpeachable. The black colleges
have already demonstrated that they
have the perception and intellectual
capacity to meet the requirements
of modern society despite the h o r-
rendous handicaps under which
they perform their tasks.
A Mere Dream
Race Conflict
A British study called "Crime.
Police and Race Relations- has just
been published by the Oxford
University Press. It is one of a se-
ries of similar undertakings prob-
ing into the increase in conflict be-
tween black immigrants to Britain
and the police.
The deep mistrust of the British
among blacks along with abusive,
inconsiderate police treatment is
creating a race problem of frighten-
ing magnitude.
The study, done by John Lam-
bert. a senior research associate at
the Center of Urban and Regional
studies at Birmingham University,
urged a sharp shift in emphasis in
police recruitment and training to
spur closer ties in colored neighbor-
hoods.
Though it deals specifically with
relations among the police and
blacks in a slum area in the north-
ern industrial city of Birmingham,
the report applies throughout Bri-
tain, whose population of 56 million
includes 1.2 million to 1.5 million
West Indians. black Africans, Paki-
stanis and Indians. All these are
known as colored in Britain.
It was found that policemen
share commonly and widely held
on the white side, though that too
is a part of the forebidding stor y.
The task of recruiting and pooling
black capital into a single c o n-
sortium is a formidable one. Much
skepticism. fear, congenital lack of
confidence that prevail among the
blacks about black enterprises must
be swept away before the idea of a
separate economy can be clothed
with the garment of reality. So gar-
gantuan a task cannot be accom-
plished in a day or a year.
It's accomplishment, of course,
would be a feat approaching t h e
magnitude of something little less
than a miracle. Even miracles do
occur. This is only one phase of the
drama. What to do with the aggre-
gated capital, how to invest it to in-
sure adequate returns, who should
manage it or direct its operations
are complexities not easily dissolv-
ed.
There is thus more to this black
capitalism than strikes the naked
eye. The Atlanta experiment failed
because the men involved in its
daily management simply did n o t
have the requisite business acumen
and experience. They had the neces-
sary finance with which to proceed
with profit. They simply didn't have
the business savvy.
Black capitalism is a dream, but
a dream that is not beyond fulfill-
In Britain
views about colored immigrants and
the color problem which are detri-
mental to good policing and to the
interests of the poor immigrants.
Another survey, published by the
British Caribbean Association, con-
cluded that there was "fairly wide-
spread pessimism" among West In-
dian. youths about the future of race
relations. Perhaps most worrying of
all, there is evidence of a literally
"silent majority" of West Indians
whose reaction to the English situa-
tion is that of passive hostilit y.
Nearly half of the immigrant popu-
lation in Britain is West Indian.
Perhaps more interesting, how-
ever, is the strong indication in the
findings of the two studies that there
is a substantial majority of West
Indians who, while not explicitly
militant, are by no means satisfied
with their lot in the United K i n g-
dom.
British white society by its con-
tinual neglect and mistreatment is
unwittingly kindling a low-burning
fire. The situation is not much dif-
ferent from the climate of opinion
and emotional feelings about t h e





By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
It is interesting to note that at the
same time that the Black Panthers were
holding their Convention in Philadelphia,
the first week in September, the C o n-
gress of African Peoples was holding
their convention in Atlanta.
The Black Panthers emphasized the
twin themes of Socialism and Solidari-
ty: whereas the Congress of African
Peoples emphasized the unity of black
AA' people throughout the
world. I am sure that this




Solidarity in the Pan-
ther theme might well in-
clude °the unity of blacks
advanced by the Congress
of African People. Mayor
1. Gibson of Newark pointed
out that the Congress of African Peoples
must be concerned with black unity
around the world, with emphasis on pow-
er. economics, employment, and the im-
provement of the quality of life. The
key word seems to have been Libera-
tion of Black People Everywhere. Doc-
tor Toure, Guinea's permanent repre-
sentative to the United Nations, said that
liberation of ,blacks everywhere was an
absolute necessity and inseparable from
the African Continent although the
the meeting is taking place on the
American Continent.
The Congress of African Peoples
was world centered. The Black P a n-
thers' Convention was United States cen-
tered. To the meeting of the Congress of
African Peoples came delegates f rom
thirty-one countries. It was estimated
that 6,000 attended the Panthers' Con-
vention as over against an estimated
2,500 who attended the Congress of M-
rican Peoples. The Black Panthers were
interested in drawing up a new constitu-
tion. Huey Newton, co-founder of the
Panther party, speaking of a new con-
stitution stated that the real purpose of
the Convention was to lay the founda-
tion for drafting a new constitution to
be presented at a future meeting. Ac-
cording to the Associated Press, Newton
is quoted as saying that the new constitu-
tion must "guarantee that within the
Socialist framework all groups will be
adequately represented in the decision-
making and administration which af-
fect their lives."
Newton's speech did not contain the
violent rhetoric found in some Panther
newspapers. such as "kill the p i g s."
Newthii,—stated the press, advocated vio-
lence in self-defense. There is nothing
radical in this. In the United States, a
man will be freed if it can be establish-
ed that he killed in self-defense. T h e
non-violent character of the Black Pan-
thers' Convention is indicated by the
fact that the people were searched be-
fore they were admitted to meetings.
Actually, both Conventions .were fairly
mild in their pronouncements.
The two conventions differed widely
at one point: The Congress of African
Peoples was a black convention, exclud-
ing the white press and white people.
The Panthers' Convention was, accord-
ing to the press, almost half whites.
The Panthers are not excluding whites
— evidently all whites who believe that
revolutionary changes must be made in
our economic and political life are ac-
cepted by them. The Atlanta Convention
was made up of a young group.
Speaking to the Congress, Jesse
Jackson was wise in- saying that unity
must begin with the black person, then
black unity in the community, in the
nation. and finally black unity interna-
tionally. This is realism.
A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
NEEDED
It is possible that the follow-
ing is a reasonable question
to ask: How many Memphis
citizens . . . How many Shelby
County citizens . . .have given
any really serious thought to
the war on poverty committee?
The question is also timely, be-
cause the point of decision has
just about been reached in
these parts, when local leaders
must decide what to do about
the WOPC as the agency is
popularly known. There should
be general public concern.
The War on Poverty commit-
tee and Agency exist to help
this community do something
tangible about the problems of
poverty in this city and area.
The over-all objective is to
help poor and disadvantaged
people to help themselves. It
is not a hand-out outfit, as so
many are prone to believe. It
is a sincere attempt on the
part of the Federal Government
and local officials to do some-
thing about a serious situa-
tion which confronts us all.
There are a number of ques-
tions for which local citizens,
not just their officials, should
seek answers.
For instance, Mould the pro-
gram of the War on Poverty
Agency be continued in Mem-
phis. Should it be expanded?
Has the War on Poverty
Agency proven its worth in
Memphis and Shelby County?
Who have been the chief bene-
ficiaries of the WOPC work
during its existence here?
Should greater stress be placed
on re-structing the agency?
Should local officials exercise
greater jurisdiction over the
agency? What mistakes have
been made in the administra-
tion of the agency? What has
been done and what should be
doffe to correct these mistakes?
None of these questions will
receive adequate answers mitil
a larger interest is generated
in the entire community. It
will be too late to generate this
larger interest, if indifference,
unconcern, lack of information,
and public apathy, allow this
agency to be terminated in
Memphis and Shelby County.
Now is the time to seek more
information about WOPC. Now
is the time to formulate a
point of view which will lead
to intelligent and meaningful
decision about the W a r on
Poverty Agency. Pointing t he
finger of accusation at the po-
licies and personalities con-
nected with it will not suffice.
What is most needed from
this point of view is for the
responsible officials to inform
the public about its findings
on the questions asked . and
for the public to take a stand
now as to whether or not the
War on Poverty Committee
and agency are really useful
institutions in this community.
Think on it.
Some of our black leaders who are
bursting with new found black pride are
quick to cry "good riddance." The new
breed of blacks could not care less about
living next door to whites.
There is one development in the
white exodus, however, that is beginning
to alarm those who are concerned about
black employment. The jobs are moving
to the suburbs, too.
A recent study reveale d, for in-
stance, that in the last decade, jobs in
St. Louis declined 9 per cent, but jobs in the St.
Louis suburbs rose 144 per cent. In Baltimore, for
another instance, jobs rose 6 per cent while jobs in
the suburbs of Baltimore rose 161 per cent. In the
nation's capital which has become a black city with
government as the prime employer, jobs rose 38 per
cent but the growth of jobs in the suburbs of Wash-
ington rose 332 per cent.





The black brother who is house hunting in t h e
suburbs that are mushrooming in ever wider circles
around our cities may not be running away from
ghetto cockroaches nor betraying his soul culture.
He may be looking for a job.
In 1964 Barry Goldwater amused some of the po-
litical writers with his crack that if you want to hunt
ducks, you have to go where the ducks are.
Today everyone recognizes that urban whites are
in full flight to the suburbs. Whether they are run-
ning away, from blacks or pollution or congestion or
from some other condition, the fact is that they are
running.
In Chicago a program has been established by the
mayor to assist returning Vietnam veterans in finding
jobs. A recent interview indicates that jobs in the in-
ner city are hard to find and the best prospects are
in the suburbs.
Today we must take into consideration another eco-
nomic fact that our Republican friends find very
painful to discuss in this campaign period. Since 1968
the jobs in the nation have declined by over a mil-
lion and a half and unemployment is higher than at
anytime in the past 6 years. What is more alarming,
the worst may be yet to come.
The black job seeker, young or old, can appre-
ciate the reports that inflation is being licked, that
the dollar is being made sounder and all the other
optimistic chatter from the big wheels in government
and private industry. What he cannot appreciate,
however, is that his joblessness seems to be a neces-
sary condition for establishing a sound dollar.
The flight of jobs to the suburbs and the general
decline in job opportunities are not the only rocks in
the black job seekers bed.
We have a transportation crisis in most of our
major cities and the ghetto dweller who may be
lucky enough to beat the color rap and land a job
in the suburbs might find it impossible to commute.
Given the above circumstances, it should come as
no surprise to the establishment that civil rights lead-
ers are beginning to demand that housing opportuni-
ties be made available to black workers in the su-
burbs.
The National Committee Against Discrimination
In Housing, the NAACP and other groups are begin-
ning to mount a serious campaign, notably in the New
York area, to crack the color bar in suburbia.
It has been noted that the U. S. Civil Rights
Commission has asked President Nixon to issue an
executive order that would help open up the lily-white
enclaves to black home seekers. Specifically those
white islands that bar all public housing would be cut
off from any other kind of federal funding and assist-
ance in such an executive order.
Putting the heat on the attministration and the
agencies of government to make fair and open hous-
ing a reality in America is, and should be, a top pri-
ority item on the black agenda.
I think most will agree that for one to eat, he
must have a job, and to find a job, you have to go
where the jobs are.
This may be an over-simplification of the issues.
Neverthelese, we must focus on the ugly economic
facts that underlie the tragic black condition. With
this in mind, perhaps some of those bitter, hair-split-
ting arguments over segregation and integration.
which seem to consume so much of the time and
talent of the black leadership, may beconie more and
more irrelevant.
Man has always had to square his romantic no-
tions about life with the realities of life. It was ever
thus. Jobs and housing are essential to our survival
and it seems clear, to me at least, that one important
key to both lies in achieving a truly free and open
society.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1970
The highest award the Republic of Italy gibes to a non.citizen of that nation was presented Monday to LouisGoldblatt, (left) president and chief executive officer ofGolblatt Bros., Inc., which operates 40 department storesIn four midwestern states. Dr. Giuseppe Avitabile, (right)consul general of Italy, awarded the Knighthood of Meritof the Republic of Italy to "honor Louis Goldblatt's effortsto increase world understanding through trade."
Note New Auto Death Low
Traffic deaths for July were
down three per cent from the
July 1969 toll, according to
the National Safety Council.
Howard Pyle, president of
NSC, said:
"This is the fifth consecutrve
month that traffic deaths have
been. lower than the corres-
ponding month last year. This of 1966.
means that so far in 1970, 580
fewer lives have been lost than
over the same period last
year."
The traffic death toll for the
first seven months of 1970 is
down two per cent from the
toll for the first seven months
of 1969.
"There can be little doubt,"
Pyle continued, "that this low-
er traffic death toll is more than
just a momentary phenomen-
on.
"There are more motor
vehicles and more drivers on
the nation's roads than ever,"
Pyle said. "But motorists are
also using more care behind
the wheel than ever."
He attributed the decline
in traffic deaths to a number
of factors, including increased
availability and use of safety-
designed interestate highway
systems in automobiles; better
driver training—including
NSC's defensive driving course; I
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more emphasis, by means of,
legislation and improved en-
forcement, on curbing the
drinking drier: and growing
compliance by the states with
the other federal safety stand-
ards called for by the National
Highway Safety Bureau
under the Highway Safety Act
Milton Henry...
Profile Of A Black Nationalist
By JUSTIN BAVARSKIS
BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP,
Mich. (UPI) — Milton Henry,
Black Nationalist and comfort-
able suburbanite, loves to eat
watermelon and lobster tails
and imported snails.
"I dont' see how that af-
fects my blackness," he says.
Henry, who wants to see a
separate black nation carved
out of five Southern states,
drives a tur quoise-colored
Cadillac. He parks it for the
night in the garage adjoining
the ;58,000 one-story brick
home in this rich, white De-
troit suburb into which he
moved about three months
ago.
"It isnt' a question of where
you live," he says. "That
doesn't make you any less
black or any less dedicated."
Henry wants life's comforts.
He wants peace — peace for
his s 1 im attractive wife,
Marilyn, peace for himself,
peace with his white neigh-
bors, peace with his black
brothers, peace within the Black
Revolutionary Movement a n d
peace away from what he calls
he movement's "hoodlum ele-
ment."
Ile says he wants his white
neighbors along Bloomfield
Township's gravel roads, fer-
-
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL. — "There are kids
who want to graduate on time:" the sign
reads. Football players from East St. Louis
and Lincoln high schools picket the city's
Board of Education at week's end, demand-
ing that the board meet with teachers to
Enrollment Up At TSU
HOUSTON, Texas — Enroll-
ment at Texas Southern Uni-
versity this semester reached
the highest number in the 23
year history of the Houston
school.
John E. Westberry, Regis-
trar and Director of Admis-
sions at TSU said today that
5.457 students have completed
registration. This is 703 more
than the number enrolled dur-
ing the fall semester in 1969.
The largest enrollment is in
the College of Arts and
Sciences with 2,705, an increase
of 58 over last fall. The School
of Business has 1.001 enrolled
or 198 more than were enrolled
last fall.
The Graduate School showed
the largest increase in num-
bers. Its enrollment is 805 or
366 more than were enrolled
last fall. This represents an
63.5 percent increase of last
fall's enrollment.
The School of Law has an
enrollment of 228 students en-
rolled. an increase of 79 (fifty
three percent) over last fall.
The School of Pharmacy's en-
BUY
BONDS
rollment increased to 274 and i






Dr Deton J. Brooks, Jr.,
commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Human Resources an-
nounced at week's end the ap-
pointment of Lloyd L. General
as Special Assistant to the
Commissioner.
General has worked with Dr.
Brooks in public service since
January, 1965. First as acting
director of Public Information
with the Chicago Committee on
Urban Opportunity and as di-
rector of Public Information,
Department of Human Resourc-
es. Prior to that, managing edi-
tor. Chicago Daily Defender
and director of Public Informa-
tion. Provident Hospital.
The Department of Human
Resources was established by
the mayor and city council to
serve the youth of Chicago,
senior citizens, juveniles in
trouble with the law and fami-
lies having difficulties finding
jobs and housing. The depart-
ment also sponsors food pro-
grams, recreation. trips, fairs
and commu nity projects
'throughout the -city.
Hormones Grow Hair Back
WATCH YOUR
HAIR GROW
We Have Proved It
NOW You Can Prove
It For Yourself
LE CONTE' HAIR GROW BACK 
TREATMENT
Guaranteed
Hair Looks Alive — Feels Alive — And Will 
Grow
Information . . . Call (211) 1324042
50c THIS COUPON IS WORTH 50c Sk
To Get You Acquainted: Take This Coupon To 
Any
Beauty Supply or Store Selling LE CONTE' HORMONE
HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT.
Dealer: This Coupon Is Worth 50c. When the Bearer
Purchases a Jar of LE CONTE' HORMONE HAIR
GROW BACK TREATMENT at Regular Price $2.50.
Customers: Name 
Address 
City   Phone .....
Redeemable at Economy Beauty Supply 2319 Lamar Ave.
Memphis, Tann. 36114
Exclusive Dealerships Available in 16 States
and many Cities.
Great Discovery—Great Opportunity
Act Now. Write for Details
LE CONTE' COSMETICS
4770 South Vermont Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037
Phone: (213) 232-2041
tile green lawns and in its,
sprawling homes to like himl
and respect him for what he
is — a man, a black man a
successful criminal lawyer.
He says his new neighbors
have been decent to him.
"Very nice. They're gentell
people."
His neighbors dont' want
have no comment, no com-
ment at all," two of them
said.
"I was on vacation when
he arrived. I don't know the
man. I've never met him
never seen him, never talked to
him," said a third, Gerald Phe-
lan, executive director of the
Michigan Association of Certi-
fied Public Accountants.
"Generally, though," Phe-
lan said, "I have the basic
policy that anyone regardless
of color — and please note
I say regardless of color —
who attempts to promote the
overthrowing of the present
U. S. Government as constitut-
ed since 1776 should be run
out of the country."
Henry says he doesnt' want
to overthrow the present
government. He wants a sep-
arate black nation.
In March, 1968. at the Shrine
of the Black Madonna in De-
troit, Milton Henry, his brother
negotiate a new iontrait. supt. Rufus Starks
announced that schools would be closed until
further notice because of the boycott. Lin-
cola has already had to cancel one of its
football games on its Fall schedule.
Richard and about 300 other
Black Separatists established
a movement which they called
the Republic of New Africa
(RNA).
Robert F. Williams was nam-
ed President of the paper na-
tion. Milton Henry became
first Vice President. Richard
Henry, who changed his name
to Imari, was Minister of
Information.
But the RNA, as founded
then, was shortlived. At its
first annual convention in
March, 1969, it was involved
in a shooting with Detroit
police in which a policeman
was killed. Six months laater
Williams resigned his RNA
Presidency.
A few months afterward,
the brothers, Henry, split,
each saying his version of the
RNA was the one and only
true nation.
They have not seen or talk-
ed to each other for months.
Richard says Milton is a black
elitist. Milton says he feels
sorry for Richard and his
"dictatorial needs."
Milton Henry is a broad-
shouldered, well-built man who
carries his 51 years lightly.
He has skin the color of coffee
grounds, a lean, handsome
face, short graying hair and
horn-rimmed spectacles.
During a recent interview.
henry flicked off the color
television in the basement den
of his new home lay on a
green couch toying with a
photographic light meter, and
talked about himself and -the
Movement."
"I can't say I've left The
Movement, I cant' ever really
get away from The Move-
ment," he said. "But I think
there's a difference between
rebellion and liberation.
If w h ite revolutionaries
\'ant to blow up buildings, go
shead. But I don't see why
we should make a Criminal
Movement out of something
legitimate.
"What's the sense of killing
police at random? If you
have to. if you're going to kill
police, why not choose those
who've killed black people?
The way it is now, you might
be killing the best man' on the
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
.7 is a semi
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)
He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphur-
drugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to-
gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local acad-
emy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provi-
dent Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pie-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIORT BOURBON WHISKEY
86 PROOF THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO. FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY
Would you like to own this hondsome sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's r tall, mode of
antique bronze cost stone, and carries the complete Willioms story. It costs $5.00 (which is what itcosts us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865S,Grand Central Sto., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
Please allow 8 weeks for delivery. Offer expires Dec. 31,1969.
force."
It is the "hoodlum" faction
of The Revolutionary Move-
ment which Henry detests.
It i s an element Henry be-
lieves seeks to exto power
for itself and free services
from others by invoking the
name of "The Movement."
Marilyn Henry brought down
a tray of ice, a bottle of
Scotch and a bottle of Gin.
Henry. who drink% sparingly.
smokes not at all and eats
no pork, poured the drinks.
Time and again, black mili-
tants have tried to dictate
the terms of his life to him,
Henry said. "They told me
my wife didn't have natural
hair and she had to have natur-
al hair or it's a bad reflection
on The Movement." he said.
"I dont' have to do a damn
thing," his wife interjected.
"I don't think anybody
has the right to tell me what
to do" Henry said. "If your'e
a decent black man, you stand
up for what you believe and
you don't let yourself be inti-
midated by hoodlums."
Henry's move from the black
district of Pontiac. Mich., to
Bloomfield Township was a
separation from t hat aspect
of The Movement, Henry says.
He stills believes institutional
racism makes black separation
the only possible alternative,
although, he added, "I may
not see it in my lifetime."
When he arrived in Bloom-
field Township, Henry said.
his white neighbors came
over and said, "welcome to
the neighborhood."
"That never happened to me
in a black neighborhood," he
said.
"I dont' suppose they've
asked you to join the country
club yet " he was asked.
"No. Henry said, and laugh-
ed "No they haven't "
—
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690 North 6th Street
11 rooms. 4 beim FR 811. 9•'
No Dow,* PG.L'IrleMt
1166 Ayers
6 room. I Dern. As& SI0250
Shinier $100 Dots.,
720 Etrentwoeld-Circle W. S I 2.350
brooms. I bath. Br $350 DOWII
II 1 0 Brower Road $I I. 350
5 rooms. I bath. ay $3.50 Down
1752 Carlyle
roam, 2 bat?* SVIFK 51 7.950
$450 DO'OPI
69-71 Charter
7 room; 2 baths. Asb. $ 8.950
No Down Payment
:5 Year Loan - VA To Make No
Repairs or Utility Check
649 King Road
room's. I bark .5 4.850
FROVoodIS No Down Payment
:5 Year Loan- VA to Make No
Repairs or Utility Cheek
1549.51 Maplewood Street
7 rooms. 2 baths. 57.750
kle,,wooda No Down Payment
.25 Year Loan - VA to Make No
Repairs or Utility Check
2873 Midland S!#, 750
5 rooms. 1 bath. BV 5.500 Down
4606 Percy Rood
.5 rooms. / bath, BY
3384 Rochester
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Three professqrs at LeMoyne-
Owen College have been select- •
ed to appear in the 1970 edi- enn. State, Albany Clash In Classiction of Outstanding Educatorsin America.
Accorded the honor are Dr
William T. Fletcher. mathe-
matics: Dr. Walter W. Gibson,
chairman of the natural science.
division. and Dr. Juanita Wil-
liamson, English and lingtus•
ties.
Nominated earlier this year,
they were chosen for the
awards publication on the basis
of their civic and professional
achievements.
The Outstanding Educators
of America is an annual pro-
gram designed to recognize and
honor those men and women
who have distinguished them-
selves by exceptional service.
achievements and leadership
in education.
Each year over 5.000 educa-
tors are featured in this na-
tional volumn.
Nominations are made by the
presidents, deans, superinten-
dents and other heads of
1 schools and colleges . . indi-
' i,uals who have firsthand
km,wledge of their endea‘ or
and accomplishments.
The educators included in
' this biographical • history re-
ceive a high honor. They are
chosen for national recognition
on the basis of local standards
of excellence.
LeMoyne-Owen College has
enrolled 686 students for the
fall term, it was announced
this week by the registrar, Mrs.
, Margaret McWilliams.
The enrollment includes 187
freshmen. 162 sophomores. 100
Juniors. 159 seniors and 79 un-
• classified students.
The freshman enrollments
is above .expectation. LeMoyne-







ALBANY, Ga. — Albany
State. the "Johnny come lately"
among recognized small-col-
lege football powers. and Ten-
nessee State. the recognized
"King" among grid giants.
will provide the action in
Second Annual Central City
Classic.
The game. one of the early-
season major attractions on
the national college-giate front.
will be played Saturday, Sept.
26 in Macon's Porter Stadium.
Announcement of the game
featuring the two Black football
powers was made jointly
Albany State's faculty athletic
chairman. Dr. Billy C. Black.
Tennessee State's Howard C.
Gentry, athletic director; and
lerome P. Guy. the Macon
alumni representative for Al-
bany State.
We are extremely pleased tai
•hate Tennessee State as the
.Rams' opponent in the second
annual Central City Classic,"
'Dr. Black said. "This game
means much to us M our ef-
forts to provide our fans, par-
ticularly those in Central Geor-
gia. with topnotch football."
In addition to the football
'game. Black announced that the
famed Tennessee State march-
ing band %%ill be appearing
along with Albany State's
"Marching 120" in a gigantic
halftime show. Two local bands
and the sharp, national cham-
pion Gold en Boots drill
iteam will aso participate in
the Classic.




FAYETTEVILLE. N. C. —
'State University's Marion Stev-
lens believes that he has the in-
gredients to become' professional
'football first black pivotman
of modern times.
I Steven's optimistism was
!strengthened by the faith
his peers demonstrated in him
during the 1969 season when
they voted him the "most
valuable offensive" performer.
This has to be very special
because Stevens operates as
a center. He snaps the ball,J
clears the path for runners,
protects the quarterback and,
provides the moral encourage-
ment for his teammates.
Stevens launches his third
campiaign with Fayetteville
State as one of the most
131 Mon Claire
14 North Ilain -! 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 
p.m. (Except Holidays)
Back to Schdol%





Tapered Fig Sf0 95
Long Fall 19 95 Afro-Wig 1995
.Expert styling $350
MY DAY IS SALE DAY HERE AT M011 CIA j1_
.heralded Broncos in recent
!vintage.
-The Fayetteville State of
ifensive forward wall will be
'tough, anchored by All-Ameri-
can candidate MarMn
Stevens. the new "End Zone
Magazine" said.
Stevens is a firm believer tri
hard work and the 6-1, ::45-
pounder is a sticker for con-
dition. During the off-season
he works on weights and did
many miles on foot. "He's
as solid as a rock." Coach
McDougal said. •
MCDougal. getting his first
opportunity to view Stevens. i3
very much impressed with
Stevens. "He looks like a real
fire eater and with a lot of de-
termination. We expect big
things from him." he said.
444,
rt
fashion specialists in sites
`)e 78 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
State's second game of the
season, following their open-
er on Sept. 19 at Fayetteville
State, Tennessee State will
come into the Classic with too
games under its belt, having
played in the Los Angeles Free-
dom Classic against the re-
cognized national champion,
Alcorn A. & M.. and against
IKentucky State:
The Rams, coached by;
Willie Parker in his first sea-
son at the helm, will open thel
'70 grid wars with a number
of outstanding players, includ-
ing flashy Sylvester Bing, a
wide receiver; defensive corner(
back Roosevelt Richardson,
and offensive tackle Bob Russ.
Tennessee State. a dominve
grid giant under John Merritt,
will be sparked this season by
its 1-2 quarterback tandein ofj
Joe Gilliam and Cliff Brook.,.!
and a rugged, experienced de-
fensive front led by 6-6, 268-
pound tackle Larry Woods.
Merritt. who has fashioned
a 120-39-6 lifetime head coach-
ing mark at Jackson State and
Tennessee State. has sent many
players in t h e pro r a ilk s
from the two schools. Among
his most outstanding Ten-
nessee products have been All-
pro Claude Humphrey of the
Atlanta Falcon s, who is
scheduled for a half-time pre-
sentation at the Classi c;
John Marshalis of the world
champion Kansas City Chiefs;
and Eldridge Dickey of the
Oakland Raiders. •
Both Black and Guy said that
tickets will be available and on
advance sale in the Albany
and Macon areas. Advanced
ducats have been scaled at
$3.00. $2.00 at the gates. Speci-





NASHVILLE — The Tennes-
see State University-University
of Tennessee Nashville Center
situation is a primary concern
of TSU Nashville Alumni, ac-
cording to Eugene P. Caru-
thers, newly elected president
of the local TSU group.
In the first meeting held this
school year, Tuesday nigh t.
Sept. 15, a new slate of of-
ficers was elected. In addition
to Caruthees. the officers are:
William Gunton, First Vice
President; David Patton, Sec-
ond Vice president; Mrs.
Marva Tanner. Corresponding








basic skimmer livened by
contrasting panels . .
with all the fit and com-
fort a nine gore skirt
con give . . . hand
washable Dacron poly-
•ster double knit . . .
s equally attractive
with or without belt
• . . navy with toast or
brown with light
blue.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75e postage
plus 41/2% tax for Tennessee r1elr
Send for Catherimairs
FREE BOOKLET
of Fall and Whiter Fawhionm
I STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 44 10 MASIS • 117-11434
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Secretary; Mrs. Virgie Judkins,
Assistant Corresponding Secre-




Frank Sessoms. Seargeant at
Arms; Robert Kelly, Parlia-
mentarian: antV E. T. Caro-
thers, Public Relations Direc-
tor.
"The primary objective of
the TSU local alumni chapter
this year," says Caruthers, who
is Director of Admissions and
Records at Meharry Medical
College, •'is to prevent the fa-
ther expansion of the UT Nash-
ville Center. as we see such
expansion infringing upon the
growth of Tennessee State.
"We are forming committees
to meet with officials of the
State Department of Education
to discuss the situation. From
these discussions we will de-
termine what further actions
we will have to take.
"It is also the feeling of the
local alumni," Caruthers con-,
tinued. "that TSU has not had
sufficient financial support to
continue development and at.
the same time expand its com-
pensatory programs. Other pos-
sibilities for assistance to the
University and the community





Registration for Memphis and
Shelby County Adult Basic
Education classes will be from
6:30 to 9 p. m. oil the follow-
ing dates:
Sept. 23-for Monday-Wednes-
day classes-at the following
schools: City-Lester, Manassas,




ville, Shadowlawn and White's
Chapel.
Sept. 24-for Tuesday-Thurs-
day classes • at the following
city schools: Carnes, Porter.
Treadwell, Lincoln. South Side,
Oakhaven, NorthSide, Bellevue,
Carver. D o uglass, Mitchell
Road, Frayser, Hamilton and
Humes.
These classes are free for
all adults who have not com-
pleted the 8th grade. Textbooks
will be furnished.
For additional information
call 323-8311, extension 466 or
376.
JOB AVAILABLE WITH CITY
Personel Division




Friday, September 25. 1970
9:30 A. M.
POSITION:
Electrical Inspector No. 5i6ll
Salan Range: $6:11.00-863.041
Applications Must Be In The
Personnel Division Otf I, e.
Room ib-23 City Hall 1125 No.
Main By Noon Thur4iiIi‘,
September 24, 1970.
DESCRIPTION:
Inspects electric light, heat.
refrigeration and other power
installations and appliances in
buildings to assure compliance
with legal requirements and
with approved plans and speci-
fications.
DUTIES:
1. Inspects electrical installa-
tions in assigned area.
2. Recommends' changes M
electrical installations and re-
inspects later to check on rec-
ommendations made.
3. Inspects theaters, hospitals.
schools and other public build-
ings to assure compl ia rico
with safety rules and regula-
tions.
SPECIFICATIONS:
High school graduate. or
equivalent education as defin-
ed by the policies relating to
Classified Civil Service em-
ployees; college training in
electrical engineering and two
years experience in inspection
work; license as a master
electrician or other qualifying
papers; thorough knowledge of
legal requirements of elec:ric-
al installations; ability to in-
terpret electrical plans and
, specifications.
• Entrance - Qualifying Pro-




There are many neighbor-
hoods who have Block Clubs
that are friendly and co-
operate with Memphis City
Beautiful, South Montgomery
Street is one of the many Block
Clubs composed of families
that live on South Montgomery
Street.
South Montgomery Block
Club will give a Carnival Sat-
urday, September 26, 1970 be-
ginning at 11:00 A. M.. at tha
home of Mrs. Willie B. Cun-
ningham, 1499 South Montgo-
mery Street. GAMES' *PRIZES
"R EFRESHMENTS.
We are inviting all our aeigh-
bors and friends to attend.
Mrs. Jeff (Annie) Holt. Presi-
dent
Mrs, C. McWilliams, Secre-
tary.,
MRS/ DUNN AND MRS.
HOOKER TO SPEAK AT CRC
Mrs. Winfield Dunn and Mrs... 
Sohn J. Hooker Jr., wives of
Tennessee's Republican and
Democratic gubernatorial can-
didates, will speak Thursday,
Oct. 8, in the CBC Auditorium
at 8 p. m.
The program is sponsore
the CBC Ladies Club and
free to the public. Spokesmen
for the Dunn and Hooker cam-
paigns have confirmed the • an-
nounced appearance at CC
by the candidates' wives.
Dr. Frances Loring of Lb.,
college faculty will serve as
MC. She will open the pre.
gram and then determine who
speaks first-Mrs. Dunn or Mrs.
Hooker - by the toss of the
coin.
T h e announcement of t
event was made by Mrs. Rich-
ard Thais, program chairmen
for the Ladies Club. She re
ceived confirmation that the
two women would speak from
Dunn Headquarters (Sarah
Jane Scott, 323-4531/327-9ga
and Hooker Headquarters k
Memphis tOscar Edmonds Jr.,
323-1105.
YOU AND YOUR HOUSING
WATER AND SEWER EACH.'
TIES GRANTS '
My house, like the rest in
the area where I live, is not
served by the town's water
and sewer system. How can
my neighbors and I take
advantage of HUD's grant
program for these services?
A. Although you are not eligi-
ble to. apply as individuatr',
your group can provide the
impetus that could prompt
your _local government _lo.
apply to the U. S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Ur4o
Development for a grant .of
up to 50 percent of the. coif-
of building a new water anti
sewer system, or of enlatt.
Mg, improving or rehabili-
tating present facilities.
Q. What does a community
have to do to qualify for 'a
HUD gnat?
A. First of all, to qualify or
financial assistance, a pro-
posed water or sewer fa-
cility has to be needed to
improve health or living
standards and to prong*
community d e v do
The facility must also
designed with a capacity'e
meet projected area growth
needs and be consistent with
area plans for a unifier'
water or sewer system.. ,
In addition. HUD will Ow
greater consideration to in
application from a com-
munity •able to demonstrate
that a water and s,,wer
project will be responding
to a variety of social need'.
Water and sewer system de-
velopment can corer lera
much more than basic serv-
ice facilities. A well plan-
ned project can stimulate
employment, promote an in-
creased housing supply, and
provide an atmosphere con-
ducive to the economic
growth of the community.
Does HUD require a com-
munity to commit itself to
"environmental c a n I rot"
when it submits an appli-
cation for a grant?
A Before a pproving an ap-
plication. HUD initiates a
request for certification from
the Federal. Water Quality
Administration that an
waste material carried by a
sewer facility will be treat.
ed before it is discharged
into any public waterway.
MEMPHIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
EVENING OF READING
You are invited to enjoy an
evening of Readings once
I month at the Main Library on
McLean. Hear poetry, prose
drama read the last Tuesday
evening in each month, begin
ning September 29. Mr.. Ricky
Koeppel, Instructor in Creative
Writing at Memphis State Uni-
versity will read his poetry at
the first session, beginning at
8:00 P. M.
CURRENT AND UPCOMING
EVENTS AT M S U
An exhibit of paintings by
Carl-Henning Pederson is on
display through Oct. 9 in the
Little Gallery, third floor of
Jones Hall. The gallery is open
weekdays from 8-11 a. m. and
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Soledad Prison Is Wracked By Violence
By WILEY MALONEY
SOLEDAD, Calif. — (UPI) -
Soledad is a Spanish word
meaning solitude, loneliness,
homesickness, seclusion — a
lonely place such as a desert.
Soledad also is the name of a
California state correctional fa-
cility — a prison.
Here in a lettuce-growing val-
ley south of San Francisco Sole-
dad Prison has been a place of
violence and death with shock
waves that carried beyond the
walls and into a courtroom at
Sin Rafael where a judge was
kidnaped. In the shootout that
faisiewed the kidnaping, the
judge and three other persons
were killed.
Now, "Free the Soledad
Brothers" has become a rally-
in cry for Black Panthers and
radtcals of the new left.
.The tragedy of San Rafael
apparently was rooted in the
Soledad Prison. It consists of
tete main facilities, "central"
and "north." Both are con-
crate, multi-storied cell blocks.
titrance to the prison is on
Highway 101. a main road rem
San Francisco to Los Angeles.
It, is beautifully landscaped.
Trustees see to that. The prison
area covers 966 acres, most of
it given to growing vegetables
I tilled by trusties) and raisingl
animals to provide food for the
inmates.
For nearly a decade the pris
on has had its problems. The
warden denies these are racial,
The population currentls: is
2,70 inmates, 30 per cent of
whom are Mexican-American
arid 20 per cent black. There




Star figures use it. Colonial
Jet trims waist/hips. Sauna
Belt, Multiplying benefits with
every body movement; Self-
adiusts; pliable rubber-like
Velcro Fastner, undetectable.
Send waist size for men &
women. Guar. $9.95 value.
Spec. pr. $5.95 postpaid to
Colonial, Box 75181, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90005
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For the last 10 years there'
have been stabbings, riots and
attempted escapes. In January
the situation grew worse. It be-
gan when a newly-constructed
exercise yard was opened. A
group, containing all black in-
mates except for two men,
was admitted. A brawl broke
out. Tower guard 0. C. Miller
blew a whistle. Then he began
shooting. Three black men were
killed and one guard was wound.
ed.
The black inmates, apparent.
ly, did not forget.
It was only three days later
that a novice guard, John Vin-
cent Mills, 26, was beaten.
dragged up three flights of con
crete steps and tossed head-
first to his death. Beside him
was a note.
"One down, two to go,"
that men were being placed in
the 6-by-10-foot maximum se-
curity cells to remain for 231/2
hours a day.
Superintendent Cletus B. Fitz-
harria then called for profes-
sional investigation. "I don't
think it's so had here," he
said.
The resulting investigations
gave him a "clean bill of
health."
h e three "Soledad Broth-
ers" were transferred into the
jurisdiction of San Francisco,
then Marin County courts. A
"Soledad Brothers' headquar-
ters was set up in San Fran-
cisco for defense of the men
accused of slaying Mills.
As a result, authorities be-
lieve, four other men have gone
it Vietnaread.Mills had no connection with
the shooting by Guard Miller.
Shortly afterward two more
guards were seized, but were
freed by tear gas attacks made
-by other guards. Their captors
had demanded access to locked
cells of other inmates.
Then, in late July. William
C. Shull. 40. was found with
42 stab wounds in his body and
a metal file — prisoner made
— stuck in his body.
In the interim, the Monterey
County grand jury had return-
ed murder indictments for the
murder of Mills. Those held
were John Clutchette, 24. Flee
to Dringo, 23 and George L.
Jackson, 28. They became the
"Soledad Brothers." All were
black
During the time the Monterey
County grand jury deliberated
another 22-year-old "white in-
corrigible" was found mortally
stabbed at Soledad. It was the
sixth violent death in Soledad
in seven months, but not attri-
buted to racial unrest.
The deaths resulted in multi-
ple investigations. One of the
most notable was that by five
Black California legislators.
They charged Soledad Prison
authorities with cruel and in-
humane treatment. A 26-page
report called for "independent,
thorough and immediate" in-
vestigation.
The report charged that food
was often contaminated, in-
mates were not informed on
why they were being placed in
maximum security cells ana
PFC ULYSSES WALLACE
to their deaths. These were
Continued From Page 1
Inf. Division. His death occured
Nov. 27, 1969.
In the citation, it was
that PFC Wallace "distinguish-
ed himself by valorous action:
as a rifleman during a sweep
and clear mission in South Viet-
nam. During an assault on a
well-entrenched enemy force,
the maneuver element of his
platoon became helplessly pin-
ned down by an intense bar-
rage of enemy automatic and
small arms fire. To provide
cover for his comrades, PFC
Wallace, with complete disre-
gard for personal safety, ex-
posed himself to intense fire
and delivered potent supprea•
sive fire onto the enemy posi-
tions."
killed in the Mario County i
shootout.
They were San Quentin pris-
on convicts James McClain, 37,
William A. Christmas, 27. and
the young brother of George
L. Jackson, a 17-year-old who
was said to have been acting Coleman, president; Attorney
as a bodyguard for former phit- Willie Clark, first vice
osophy instructor Angela Davis president: Mrs. Mattie Riv-
of the University of California ers, second vice president;
at Los Angeles. Mrs. Emma Adams, recording
Authorities have said the secretary: Mrs. Helen Ford,
firearms young Jackson carried corresponding secretary: Mrs.
into the Mann County court. Ernestine McFerrin. treasurer;
, Mrs. Lucius Howard, ass't.
treasurer; Mrs. Ruth Lewis,
asst. secretary; Herman
Adams, sergeant at arms.
room on Aug. 11 were purchas-
ed by Miss Davis.
Miss Davis has been charged
with murder and is sought on
a federal warrant.
ed the Purple Heart, Good Con-
duct Medal, National Defense
Service Medal, Vietnam Serv-
ice Medal, Vietnam Campaign
Medal and Combat Infantry-
Nelson, Mrs. E. Amos, andman Badge. 
Fred Garner.His parents. Mrs.
Melvin Wallace 3040 • *
Shannon ave. The new residents of Jolly,
Washburn, Jeff and Brushwood
Drive had a "get acquainted great black newspaper %oman. aawned action in the black accept this choice. Not that
'picnic" at the lovely home of who had to nee to Chicago be-, community were lauded as she does not believe her son
1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones on cause she spoke out in no un-' black leaders. should obey rules, but he hasiJolly dr.
All the ladies helped in mak-






crimination by a federal re-1
view board as a result of charg- Blast Biases brought against him by a
!black subordinate. The panel
members were quoted by the:
Associated Press as havingl
stated the following: "We find'
reprehensible and intolerable.
the retention in the federal
service, and more particularly,
at supervisory levels, of per-!
sons ... who, testimony from
creditable witnesses tended to
show:. used racial epithets such
as 'that nigger' ... when speak-
ing and describing t he com-
plainant." Further inquiry re-
vealed that according to credi-
table witnesses Solomon also
referred to the complamaant,
Mrs. Henrietta Canty, as "that
Black Bitch," in the presence
of many persons.
C'ontinue'd From Page 1
commissions, commit tees,
etc. We also requested the
naming of black Directors to
bead some of the departments'
of city government. Though
one black person was named,
as you know we presently
have no black serving in such
All residents of Lakeview
Gardens are to be present on
Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m., at the
'Wayman Chapel AME Church
on Shelby dr., when the new
officers will preside.
Officers include: Czolgus
Members of the executive
board are Mrs. Erma Ruth
Cook, Mrs. V. Lewis, James
Wilson, Mrs. Alcie Reese, Law-
rence Wesley, Mrs. Christine
Gibson, Aaron Powell, Leon
* • •
During the summer many of
the Lakeview residents enter-
tained out of town guests. Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Adams had
a capacity., as their guests. Mrs. Adams'
We therefore call on you to mother and brother from Okla-
appoint a black person as homa.
noted, Director of the Division of Fire Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Cook
and Police. Such an appoint- Jr. entertained her brother,
ment would not only give the,Mr. Aaron S. Golding and fami-
black citizenry token represen- lv of Pennsylvania. Mr. and
talion at this level of govern- Mrs. Walter Martin had as:
ment. but the naming of a guests relatives from Flint.
black person in this sensitive,mich.
area which involves so many 
Continuedblack citizens would certainly
be helpful in solving one of Mrs. Taylor Callian and anti-poverty program. is Benny
Solomon. who has a reputation
for getting rid of dynamic black
community action program di-
rectors. I was reported an
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey checking that some cities lost
:Branch. jetted to Los Angeles their black director or other
with his grandmother to visit l black top staffers shortly alter
relatives. !Solomon was assigned to super-
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cook, vise their programs. It was also
Jr., and son, Roger went by reported by one source that
pee Ijet to Boston Mass, to visit his Benny Solomon was convicted!mother and sister. I of "reprehsnsible" racial dis-
Beale Street
Continued From Page 1
even though the listeners did
misinterpret these unhappy out-
pourings of the souls of black
folk.
Other ghosts linger in Beale
Street's shadows. There is the
"shade" of stately, J. T. Settle
Sr.. a black man who became
Assistant Attorney General of
the State of Tennessee. There is
Atty. William Foote, whose im-
pressive record in the law,
caused an apartment develop-
ment to be named in his honor.
There is Prof. G. P. Hamilton,
the city's first black high school
principal. There is the figure of
Prof. George W. Henderson,
who founded the Mid-South's
most notable .black business
college. There is Dr. George
Jackson, who gave Beale Street
its most notable black drug-
store.
Huddled among the ghosts
may be seen Ida B. Wells'
certain terms against lynching.
There is Elmer Atkins, pool
hall proprietor ... Mack Harris
aristocratic gambler ... Dallas
Lee, longtime black law officer
and driver of the paddy-wagoni
... Col. George W. Lee. (still:
alive and Beale Street's stand-
out author, businessman, civic
and political leader) ... Dr.
R. Q. Venson. civic leader and
founder of the famed Cotton-
Makers Jubilee ... Dr. J. E.
Walker. founder of the Univer-
sal Life Insurance Company
and the Tri-State Bank .
our most critical community
problems.
' (MRS.) MAXINE A MITI!!
Executive Seeretaryi
Lakeview
( onunued From Page
In addition to the Bronze burglary, vandalism and
Star Medal, PFC Wallace earn- sonal safet
- Busch.
does it
like no other beer
• •
daughter. Gwen. motored to
North Carolina to visit Mrs.
Callian's sister who is in school
there. Master Derek Branch,
When it comes to telling you about Busch, the best popular-priced
beer in America, there's no one better than Rosko.
Rosko—an unusual name for one of the heaviest disc jockeys around.
He keeps it together on WNEW-FM and NBC Monitor in
New York, and works for us, spreading the word about Busch, the beer
that's unusual because it's brewed in the quality breweries of
Anheuser-Busch where skill and techniques like In-brewed
Carbonation and slow aging make quality a family tradition.
Busch and Rosko, quite a pair. You'll hear from them
both and you'll see them at the special Rosko
display wherever you buy beer.
Aaseuev•Suset, tt4e St taut.. Sts.
From Page I
Leadership
- Continued From Page 1
of a cause.
The aspirant. vocal, and fear- whipping."
less men and w o rn e n who Mrs Hoover said she did not
stemmed from last week's sus-
pension of 17 black students
from the school. Reasons for
smite of the suspensions includ-
ed. accidental breaking of three
coke bottles, talking in study
hall. crossing the legs. and one
student being asked to sit when
he reported to the teacher he
was on his was' to class, sources
indicated.
Mrs. Pearl Hoover, one of the
parents who met with the SCLC
committee, stated that her
child was suspended for talking
in study hall and refusing to
accept punishment with a
board.
"I called the principal and
asked concerning reinstate-
ment" she said. "The principal
said the only way for him to
be reinstated was to take the
Many blacks hold that al-:been an excellent student in
though changes occured during'
the '60's, the black community
still does not hold a power in'
the governmental operations in;
Memphis. and that the fluid:
leadership \vhich existed during
that period has become latent.
Persons interviewed for this
series expressed their opinion
on what has happened to black,
leadership in Memphis wadi
what has caused the divisive-
ness in the black community.
-My defieition of a black
leader does nat fit the popular
conception.- F red Davis,
city councilman, and head of
the Fred Davis insurance
Agency.
"What must people are talk-
ing about is someone who will
run 111 iruni OI C f01‘ U and
wave a iiaa v. hen 6:)111COUC de-
cides he is gaing to lolloe ohm.
The only person I knee who
got black tolk together was
Goldwater
alr. has is acided that -The
peepla W113 are in leadership
sposition all' !j).n. Sze
rth anywaY. The black people
seem to think that a black lead-
er is sornecnc ho can win a
.opularity coated.
conduct 'and the principal should
have taken other measures
since her child had no previous
record of misdemeanor.
According to the parents, last
year police were called on
elementary students, neighbors
turned dogs out on the children,
and other forms of harassment
were suffered.
Also, at the beginning of the
year, one 13-year-old student
was expelled for reportedly
making advances at a white
girl. Sources revealed he was
punished by paddle board. sus-
pended and referred to special
education class.
Rev. Bell commented, "I do
not know what the parents will
do at this point, but it is my
strong convacton that the en-
tire city should know that we
have a school system filled
with bigots and racists — many
of whom are supposed to be
teaching our children.
"It is my feeling that Mr.
Conners is mentally ill and has
na business teacteng any chil-
dren. He is to be pitied and
the hoard should insist that he
r be thoroughly examined by a
competent psychiatrist
"lop 9a-lit 4ction"
.(,ALL: Mr. Herman Mitchell
NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME!
• HOME BUYING • NEW JOBS
• HOME SELLING • NEW CARS
• RUMMAGE SALES
• HOME IMPROVEMENTS
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Church Bulletin
ANNUAL F I ENaii DAY;
OBSERVED
On Sunday afternoon Sept.:
n at 4 p.m., the Trinit
C.M.E. Church will observe
Annual Friend's Day at 650
Wells Ave.
There has been a very fine
program planned for your
spiritual enri chment, The
choir and Male chorus ill
furnish the music.
The speaker for the even-
ing will be Mrs. Ruthie Strong,
Guidance Counselor at the
Melrose High School, and
member of the Greenwood
A.M.E Church, lio,sein ark.
Everyone is cordially invited
to come and bring a friend.
Trinity is affectionately known
as the Church friendly and
beautiful in Spirit.
Committee for the occasion
.nclud e: Miss Maggie Mc-
Dowell. General Chairman.
Vernon Bacon and Mrs. Pear-
lie Co-Chalmen: E.
L. Pender and Mrs. Imogene
Hill. d I rectors of music;





South M e m phis District
Missionary Institute met Sept.
14 at Cleo Hickman Temple
A M.E. 'Church.
The lesson was directed by
Rev. M. V. Reed and Par-
liamentary usages were pre-
sented by Mrs. Eula Fisher.
A delicious menu was serv-
ed. Mrs. M. R. Todd. pres-
ident, was absent because of
the illness of her husband.
Mrs. V. A. Sherman, re-
porter. Rev. E. M. Martin,
Last Sunday the Union
Baptist Church, Ha East
Brooks Rd„ held its Annual
Women's Day Observance.
Guest speaker for the morn-
ing service was Mrs. R. E.
Plunkett. Speaker for the 2:30'
p.m. worship was Mrs. V. U.
Finley (if Washington D. C.
Mrs. R. R. Turner was Wo-
men's Day Chairman. Rev.t




The Christ Missionary Bap-
tist Church located 494 So.
Parkway East will hold its
3rd Annual Night Sunday
School on the 27th of Septem-
ber from 7:00 p.m. until
8:30 p.m.
Many guest teachers from
neighboring c h urches have
been invited to speak. The
general public is invited to
worship at the church on that
night. Mrs. M. J. Starks is
pastor. the Superintendent and Re-
UNION BAPTIST OBSERVES1 verend Eddie Lewis Currie
WOMEN'S DAY is the pastor.
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWP
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
1WHGEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR (AI MENDENHALL'
OPEN
24 HRS.
Lill A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.






PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CREAM STYLE





OCOMA FROZEN BEEF, CHICKEN,
DINNERS TURKEY or SALSBURY











MORTON PLAIN or IODIZED
SALT 260z.100,
MFSS GEORGIA FREESTONE

















Last Sunday Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
Church made all of the necessary arrangements for
welcoming Black Presbyterians from across the Gen-
eral Assembly to Memphis and to their church to be
special guests.
Rev. Lawrence F. Haygood, former minister of
Parkway Gardens and chairman of the Black Presby-
terian Leadership Caucus delivered the morning mes-
sage. Representatives from all over the Assembly
were present.
Following the morning worship, the representa-
tives were served dinner in the fellowship hall.
• * .
WARD CHAPEL OBSERVES WOMEN'S DAY
Ward Chapel AME Church, 1125 S. Parkway East,
will celebrate its Annual Women's Day Sunday, Sept.
27.
The 11 a.m. speaker will be Mrs. Gussie Young
of Avery Chapel AME Church. Mrs. Bertha Meadow
of First Baptist Board will speak at the 3:30 p.m.
service.
The 8 p.m. Union service will close the day's ac-
tivities. Rev. E. Paul Beavers of the New Allen AME
Church -will deliver the message. The Bethel AME
Choir will render music at the night service.
Mrs. Lillian Stokes will serve as Sunday School
Superintendent and Mrs. Ira Wells will serve as pas-
tor.
The financial goal is $2,000.
Mrs. Ethel Coperland is chairman. Mrs. Mary
Walker co-chairman. Rev. R. L. McRae is pastor.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST CELEBRATES WOMEN'S
DAY
Last Sunday evening, the Summerfield Baptist
Church observed its Pre-opening Women's Day Pro-
gram.
Mrs. Harolena Coe, the guest speaker, addressed
the audience on the subject, "Where Can Happiness
Be Found?"
Women's Day will be observed Sunday, Sept. 27.
Mrs. Inez Brooks will speak from the theme "Victory
Through Prayer in a Confused World."
Chairman and co-chairman, respectively for the
occasion are Mrs. Maggie Lott and Mrs. Mary
Wilson. Rev. Leon Brookins is pastor.
Prices in the ad effective noon. Sept. 23. thru
midnight Sept. 30. We reserve the











11:rz.IN IT'S OWN JUICE 250
DEL-MONTE
DRINK




Cut Up Tray Pack Lb.
DUNCAN HINES BUTTERMILK











Butt Portion Lb. 56*

















With flue cuupon and 5.00 additional pur-
ehase excluding value IA coupon median-
due (fresh milk products and tobeeco ale
In excludi d in compliiiiire with state htwt.
Col oon ('spires noon Wednesd.ov.seut. „io.
1970.
Si, C.,111,‘•{1 1,0 I AMIN 1,•'•
$42995
•
COPE SOCIAL CLUB . . The Cope Social
Club visited Charles Beaty, a Sickle C011
patient at John Gaston Hospital. These la•
dies have donated to Charge: for four ea •,,
every since the club was organized and to
the University of Tennessee for every Sickle
Cell patient. From left to right are:Mrs.
John Tate, assistant Secretary; Mrs. Charles
Broome. social chairman; Mrs. G. D.
'tolrely, president: Mrs. Alice Williams, co-
social chairman; Mrs. Alex Williams, tre-
Mts. Cr-d Heath, benefit chairman. ,
Not Shown — Mrs. Delia Brown, vice prea-
ident; Mrs. titoirge Bowers, secretary,
Mrs. Katherine Bellamy, supervisor: and









I 0 I want to support Memphis' new molar league team, the Memph s Pros.
I 0 I want more information on our new ABA team.
ri
• 1--.1 Yes, I am interested in becoming a charter, season ticket holder.
0 Please have a representative of the Memphis Pros call on me during the C early' I
afternoon, ,.3 late afternoon, 11 early evening.
0 Yes, my firm would be interested in a special employee night promotion this sea•
al son.
I am interested in attending Pro games and would like information on special
discounts on Package Plan.
My Name 
Adciress 
.111 Mail this coupon to: TNE MEMPHIS PROS
Phone No
P.O. Box 14664
,Memphis, Tenn. 331 1 4
Sate Hits Location
Ace will give away this 1970
Model Portable TV Register any
time between May 21 and June
20. 1970. This set will be given
away FREE on June 20, 1970.
No need to be present at drawing.
Remember & register at any one
of 5 Ace Stores
NOTHING TO BUY-JUST COME IN and
REGISTER AT ANY ACE STORES
A4216W
standing Co or V Value!
Beautiful contemporary
tyled comoact console In at-
tractive. 0 irable Lamidall In
grained Walnut color. 5" x 3"











compact styled painted metal
cabinet in Slate Gray color. Zenith
Deluxe Video Range Tuning System.









THE NEWCASTLE BIG SCREEN 180IAG
styled cabinet ill genuine
Maple veneers and select hard-
wood solids exciusive of dec-
Orative front. Tape Input/Out-
put jacks plus provision for
optional extension speakers





cabinet In choice of Oak ve-
neers with select hardwood







with optional adapter kit.
APPLIANCE CO.
L. E GATLIN. R G. KINKLE








room mobility with this ,dec-
orator-compact tablii model
color TV that is feature-
Packed with Zenith quality.







cabinet sculptured in crisp,
clean rectangular tines. Col
ors: Avocado with grelge,
Tan with White, Brown with
Light Tan or Charcoal with
Light Blue. Deluxe Video
Range Tuning System. mono-
pole Antenna. Cabinet size -
1014" high, 1571- wide, I 0
1/5"Oeep.





tnakes it easy to compensate
'Or changing /00fT) light Corl•
dItions-by letting you adjust
contrast, color level and
brightness, instantly. With one




•tYled Compact consbte in
•;rzined Walnut color. Coin
renieritly placed mounted
controlS katurihg ex
kisive Zenith Color Coil,
'finder Control.










ler porch, patio, den, bed.
room or anywhere' Beauti•
fully molded cabinet has
super 'convenient built-in
carry handle and comes in
four contemporary decorator
color combinations
We service 17 radio.




SINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS 
°NI, Y
• 3431 UMW 
• Mr a41114.“  
Ste.4111111 
$ 16995 1 r411.114411
• 31111 111044111111We. SI MIMI .. • • 311H11111111
• 1 3 ril IMMO  143-$113111
• 4:511 MY. SI SOWN  3141.119,11
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Community College
Continued frrom Page g
p. m. Closed on Saturdays.
(Art Department, 321-1216).*
* • •
The first annual Edward J
Miterna Southern Newspaper
Publisher's Association Work-
shop, "Attracting Young Read-
ers," will be held Sept. 21-24.
• • •
The Certified Public Ac-
countaht Professional Develop-
ment Program, -The Operating
Budge t," will be presented






Felicia Waters, George Shirley!
and Sara Beth Causey, will be
presented Sept. 22 at 8 p. m. in
Harding Academy Auditorium.
(University Center Ticket Of-
fice, 321-1043).•
• • •
The National Secretaries As-
sociation will hold its annup!
seminar in the University Cen-
ter Oct. 3. Keynote speaker
will be Mrs. Anne K. Ramsey
of Winter Park, Fla., Interna-




Conferences on alcohol and
drug abuse are scheduled for
7:30 p. m. each Tuesday and
Thursday Oct. 6 through Oct.
27. at the Ellington Biological
Sciences Building Aduitorium.
Drug experts will discuss the
psychological and physiological
aspects of alcoholism and drug
abuse and various treatment
and rehabilitation programs.
•
"People Problems," first of
the two-part Son of Boggier
Seminar, will begin Oct. 7 at
7:30 p. m. for five Wednesdays.
All meetings will be held in the
main studio of WKNO-TV
(The Division of Continuing
Studies, 321-1381)
• * •
*For further information con-
tact this office or person or
get in touch with the MSU Pub-
lic Information Office, Mem-
phis, Tennessee, 38111. Tele-
phone (901) 321-1606.
SERVICE CLUB MEETS
The Marie Baker Service
Club met recently at the home
of the president Mrs. Nell Os-
borne. Plans were made for the
1970-71 sessions.
Members present included
Mrs. Anna Owen, Mrs. Sara
Carr, Mrs Ethel Wynn, Miss
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Alma
Soni, Mrs. Carrie Mabry, Mrs.




The friendly Night Social
Club will have its Annual Chari-
ty Ball Sept. 19 for the Christ-
ma S Fund Drive at 313 Mc-
Lemore Avenue.
• •
BEAUTICIANS DAY TO BE
HELD
Beauticians, Excelsior Chap-
ter, is sponsoring Beautician
Day, Sunday, Sept. 20, at the
Greater White Stone Church at
3:30 P.M. Mrs. Thelma Bailey
is the speaker. The public is in-
vited. Rev. Ar. Williams is the
pastor. Mrs. Ester Covington
is the president of this chapter
and Mrs. Priscilla Burke is the
chairman,
• • •
MEETTING OF THE OVER.
SEAS WIVES
The Overseas Wives Club will
meet at 7:30 P.M. in the Red
Cross Buildiing, 1400 Central,
on Thursday-Sept. 17. The club
meets the first and third Thurs-
day of each month. All wives
with husbands in the service
overseas are welcome. For mor
information, please contact the
Red Cross.
FEowsit:p dinner
The annual Fellowship Din-
ner of Memphis Pan-Hellenic
Council will be highlighted with
a d i scussion, "Community
involvement of Alumni and Col-
lege Greeks" Friday September
25 at 6,30 P.M. at the Living
Room, 1229 Mississippi Blvd.
Carl Johnson of Southwestern
University will be the discussio
leader.
Odell Nathaniel president of
the council, urges the coopera-
tion of representatives from
graduate and undergraduate
chapters to exchange ideas and
submit their respective "Calen-
dars of Evnts" for 1970-71.
The Planning Committee is
chaired by Edison Morrison and
Miss Nlattie Anderson, Mrs.
Bernice Fowler, Reservations
Chairman, requests that all re-
servattions be in by September
23 by telephoning 946-7868. Othe
members of the Committee are
Want Ads Bring Fast Results
Mesdames Lanetha Branch and I
Bernice Callaway.
• • •
FASHION SHOW AND TEA
Leading up to its annual
Ward Chapel A.ME. Church is,
presenting a fall fashion show
and tea, September 20, 1970,
4 to 6 p.m. It's theme. "We're
Putting It All Toghether" will
feature styles from Freudberg's
Paul's Tailors, Rhealee's and
Lowensteins' millinery depart-
ment. Mrs. Louise Wardell
will be on hand to style wigs
and one lucky lady will be given
a wig as a door prize in addi-
tion to many other lovely prizes
which will also be given away.
Two extra features are a displa
of jewelry by Sarah Coventry
and cosmetics by Holiday
Magic. Music will be furnished
by the Union Valley Youth
Choir with David Flaggat at
the organ. A tea will follow the
fashion show.
• • •
FASHION SHOW AND TEA
TO BE HELD
The Master Barber Associa-
tion, Chapter 691, will present
a "Fashion Show and Tea"
Sunday Sept 27 from 4 to 7
p.m. at the Klondike Civic
Club. 945 Vollentine.
Prizes will be given away.
First prize will be a bed-
spread and second prize will
be an electric clock. You do
not have to be present to win.
Donation is WO.
Mrs. Alma Morris is chair-
man. James Bradfield. pres-
ident.
* • *
CLUB PRESENTS BENEFIT disc jockey.
SHOW kets.
The Cope Social Club will
present a Fashion Show, Nov.
8 from 5 to 9:30 p.m. at the
Rosewood Club, 1905 Lauder-
dale.
Funds will go to the Uni-





All regular monthly meetings
of the SCLC will be held ever',
third Sunday at 5 pm at the
Lorraine Motel.
• * •
The SCLC Board will meet
Monday night Sept. 28 at the
Lorraine Motel at 9 pm.
i• a,
INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS
On September 27th the Amer-
ican Legion Post No. 222
will have the installation of
their officers for 1971. The af-
fair will be held at the South
Side Missio nary Baptist
Church on 3209 Ford Rd. at
3:00 p.m.
• * •
Elder Blair T. Hunt will be
the guest speaker for the
event. This occasion is open
to all who wish to come.
• * •
FASHION 'SHOW
Coming this Sunday at the
Downtowner at Second And
Union. the Ampro-Laxer Fash-
ion festival invites the beauti-
cians and barbers to attend
the event, which lasts from
five until ten p.m. See WLOK's
"cowboy" for tic-
READ THIS TRUE STORY,
What Prayer and Rev. Costonie did for me, Says
Albert Wright 447 Borne St. Grenada, Miss.
I FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH927 E. 47th STREET Chicago,
It would take this entire page
to tell you all about this man of
God. Rev. Costonie, and what he
has done for me. So I am proud
to say, he gets results. People with
money problems, trying to buy a
home or family troubles, should
do like I did. Seek someone who
has a good name; one you can
trust. If you are too far away,
write to him for a prayer cloth.
They are free for the asking. His
address is 927 East 47th Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60653: or tele-
phone for an appointment WA
4-4969.
Albert Wright
If you live in Chicago, go to his church services and inert him
and see for yourself—God answers prayer. 4nd Rev. Costome helps
people.
Illinois 6065
SUNDAY SERVICES 11 A. M. AND 1 P.M.
50015. Ellis Ave. (Corner of 50th St.)
We get carried away when
you come around...
and we love it!
Budweiser
is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(Bat poet know that.)
fltpnfl
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eluding tobacco and ..,..
or froren milk —
and in addi- —
to any other Pot' ..:..
requIrementa.
thru Tucc,Sept. 29
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Topic Of Conference Here
ALBANY, Ga. — Dir. James
Pendergrast; dean of academic
affairs at Albany State College.'
participated in' a conference
in Chicago on Teaching Chem-
istry To Un(lerprepared Stu-
dents.
The two-day conference at
the University of Illinois in Chi-
cago was designed to address
itself to the problems of the





Unit number one of the Mary
A. Griffin Missionary Society
of Grant presents: Bertha Nor-
man, Mezzo Soprano in con-
cert, Sunday. September 20,
3:30 p.m. at Grant Memorial
AME Church, 4017 Drexel blvd.
ed. Dr Pendergiust, who join-
ed the Albany State ,adminis-
trative staff on July 1, pre-
sented a paper titled, "A Com-
parison of General Chemistry
Instruction at Two Predomi-
nantl black Institutions."
The turner chemistry pi o-
feNN I' at North Carolinii
A. & T State University and
Federal City College, Dr. Pen-
Idergrast received his under-
graduate training at North
Classified Ad
Curtsies 57-2 dr. oda. AMAMI* MIUM.
Radio white tires 21.000 WSW 612111149
heMILLIM1 DUMYAT
2144 Lamer 3844111
Carolina A. & T., his M. S.
degree from Howard Univer
sity and the Ph.D. degree froml
Pennsylvania State University.
Dr. Pendergrast, who has ;
written numerous academicl
'treatises for scholarly publi-
cations, is a member of Beta
Kappa Chi, Alpha Kappa Mu
The Society of Sigma Xi, the
National Technical Association
land is a Fellow of the Ameri-
can Institute of Chemists.
Book Industry Opens
Door To Minorities
Ford 66 Country Mn. 10 PAL Plat
power & air =ISM
sCMILLING PALIIMWAY
2144 LaMar sad-asti
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The As-; Employment (COPE).
;sociation of American Pub- I A native of Roantke. Va.
iushers announced the estab- King has a Bachelor of Science
Ilishment of a Minority Man- degree in Education from Wu-
:power Office and the appoint- berforce University (Wilber-
, ment to the staff of Edward B. force, Ohio) and has done
!King, Jr., who will be respon- graduate work at the Univer-
sible for implementing, and sity of Dayton and Hofstra.
directing the Association's ef- Prior to Hofstra King was
Bertha Norman is accepted ; forts to bring more minority executive director and Journal
as one of the outstanding solo- :personnel into the book pub- 
ists in the field of gospel music' lishing industry. 
Editor at the Office of Alumni!
Affairs at Wilberforce.
ay. She made her formal.  de- King, 31. was formerly as- From 1963 to 1966. he taught 11StvinPgarkrocrosine. 3ingt1.
Pontiac 11$ 4 dr_ tat. V4 Automatic












To Keep Ray Scott
NORFOLK. Va. (UPI) — The
Virginia Squires of the Ameri-
can Basketball Association go to
federal court today to keep 'for-
ward Ray Scott. who jumpecii
from the Buffalo Braves of the
'rival National Basketball Asso-
Tne NBA expansion team at
'Buffalo has a contract with Scott
who was 'traded to the new
Mid-town - Walk to Sears, Maury , team by Baltimore after the
School and shopping. 3 admix.. Lly- 1 about the case."
Mg room. Dining room. Kitchen, Den. 1969-70 Season ended. But Scott
UtilltY rOOM and permanent stwps to 1,,..ho averaged IS points a game,
floored Attic. 2 car Garage Otis con ' ^
crete Turn-a-round, It .iim need room in nine NBA seasons, signed
and convenienCe. see this tii,e. 912 3Mt
FHA - 01. POrewion oi, closing. 
another contract with Squires
42-04 LlINDEE owner Foreman earlier
play in Buffalo, but the Brave,'
have asked a U.S. District Court
here to prohibit Scott from
playing with anyone but them
The Braves also seek $304,00o
in damage from the Squires.
Modern brick now used as a duplex this
' of rooms and bath each side. By
!opening a door can be converted to a
, 9 Bedroom. 2 bath iitngle tamily resi-
dence. Nice laid partially fences', pe-
con trees. tots of shade - Messick
School for the Kiddie* Good neigh-
burs and only 815.000 PHA - Gj.
Roy Curtner 6119-5393
DUFF GAITHER COMPANY
276-1701 Realtor =77 Union
Ford egj Fabian. 500 2 dr. V-g Auto











but as a concert soloist in 1956
in South Bend, Indiana at the
St. John Missionary Baptist
Church where she is a mem-
ber and director of the gospel
chorus.
Mrs. Norman has studied at
the South Bend Conservatory
of Music for the past fourteen
years under Miss Hazel Harris
and Miss Martha Williamson.
During this time 'she has been
heard in concert and as guest
soloist at churches throughout
the United States.
During the past few years
she has appeared as a Radio
and Television guest artist. In
1968, G. E. Productions Record-
ing Studio released her first
long playing stereo album of
"Favorite Sacred Songs." Pres-
ently she is on the Soloists' Bu-
reau of National Convention of
Gospel Soloists of America.
Admission is free as the com-
mittee wishes to pa ck th e,
church.
Rev. H. E. Walden, D. D.,
Pastor. Mrs. Beatrice Tillman,
Local President. Mrs. L u
Kindred, Unit One chairman.
Miss Ruth J Brown, program
chairman.
ESTATE SALE
These cars are both loaded includ-
ing power 8. air cond. Must be
sold This week to Settle Estate
1968 Buick Wildcat . 1795.00
1967 Chev. S.S. Loaded . 1495.00
FRANK LIBERTO NUS,







The M i n ority Manpower
Office, which will becom,e
operational when King joins the
Association, All serve as a
nationwide clearinghouse and
.recruitment center to assist
publishers in employing pro-
fessional personnel from the
black community as well as
sistant to the pretident of Hot- English, History and Civics in
stra University, where ne North Carolina and Indiana
served as an advisor on monor-i public schools and has also
ity employment, monority re- served as instructor-counselor
eruitment and student prob- in "Project Upward Bound" at
Purdue University and was
Visiting Professor in the Col-
lege Relations Department at
the Chase Manhattan Bank in
New York City.
King was active in the 1960-61
period of the civil rights move-
ment and served as the Ad-
ministrative Secretary and Edi-
tor of -The Student Voice" fur
Puerto Rican, Indian. Oriental the Student Nonviolent Coord-
and Mexican-American ethnic flating Committee in Atlanta.'
groups. Ga.
A complementary effort to King lives in Woodside,
recruit and train production Queens, N. Y.
and clerical personnel from
minority groups was initiated
in February by a coalition of
publishers, book manufacturers
and suppliers known as th.!
Consortium of Publishers for
SANK S Epos
Li WORK It RIDE
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I I conifer./ drip getting
en yo.. nerves and rousing
your sioies bill in go up? SEE
READ SALES CO.
00000 ts •e4 Ittpeir Parte
• ..arinplo a Note %welled
• 27t.se2s ft./76.1417
1371 Jeisksan Si Watkins
It's an Old Forester
kind of day.
And in the past
100 years there's
been a lot of them.
For 100 years, people who enjoy the taste of a
great Kentucky Bourbon have turned to Oki Forester.
•
At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the market:'
aionVellt• STIL,V•ifi ONVIROOPIWNINCY,10,10001iimn limos morn so tre001413,11.0%W;011111Ahlb,STLUIDCOMIN1 1101 4aft03111 ,11.1.11Wmanvarrotasa
ADVERTISEMENT
Brick. 3 bedrooms,
ing room. ten. built in-eat in kitchen
Laundry room. 2 lull baths, large foy-
er. carport and storage room. Central
Air and heat. Fully carpeted. Equity
64,350. Mrs. B I Jones 392-1602
HOME FOR SALE
550 S. ORLEANS
cornet tot One or the beat buy, in
Slemphis 4 to 2 story frame. 2 bath
...irag,e newly dec. Wont last
long at this price 618,500
Sirs Hatt is Sairatt Tr4-8.78










Foreman told a local ;port,
club earlier this week: '1 ha4a
given coach Al Bi.,nchi my word
that he will have Scott for this








Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!











E-Z Storage & Von Co.
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Licensed anti Bonded
Cali us before you are
Embarrassed



















BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • 'O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 173 MALI STREET JA 6-5300 
WAS WRITTEN BY
A BLACK MAN.
- NOW MEWS AN
-TheEXCITING WAYthrtIhngstory of
"Alexander Dumas ib illuo
is just One of the
stories available in
'The .Golden Legacy
tes on Negro History. •
tual, fun to read Magazine stories about
the heroics of Crispirs Attucks. Patriot, Matthew
Hensen, Explorer, Benjamin Banneker, Inventor
and others The Coca-Cola Company offers your
Idren a complete collection of these 32-page
adventures. Eleven exciting volumes for just
S1 75.0r volume One through Six for
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